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Abstract
Moving-camera video content analysis aims at interpreting useful information in
videos taken by moving cameras, including wearable cameras and handy cameras.
It is an essential problem in computer vision, and plays an important role in many
real-life applications, including understanding social difficulties and enhancing public
security. In this work, we study three sub-problems of moving-camera video con-
tent analysis, including two sub-problems for the analysis on wearable-camera videos
which are a special type of moving camera videos: recognizing general actions and
recognizing microactions in wearable-camera videos. And, the third sub-problem is
estimating homographies along moving-camera videos.
Recognizing general actions in wearable-camera videos is a challenging task, be-
cause the motion features extracted from videos of the same action may show very
large variation and inconsistency, by mixing the complex and non-stop motion of the
camera. It is very difficult to collect sufficient videos to cover all such variations and
use them to train action classifiers with good generalization ability. To address this,
we develop a new approach to train action classifiers on a relatively smaller set of
fixed-camera videos with different views, and then apply them to recognize actions in
wearable-camera videos. We conduct experiments by training on a set of fixed-camera
videos and testing on a set of wearable-camera videos, with very promising results.
Microactions such as small hand or head movements, can be difficult to be rec-
ognized in practice, especially from wearble-camera videos, because only subtle body
motion is presented. To address this, we proposed a new deep-learning based method
to effectively learn midlayer CNN features for enhancing microaction recognition.
iv
More specifically, we develop a new dual-branch network for microaction recognition:
one branch uses the high-layer CNN features for classification, and the second branch
with a novel subtle motion detector further explores the midlayer CNN features for
classification. In the experiments, we build a new microaction video dataset, where
the micromotions of interest are mixed with other larger general motions such as walk-
ing. Comprehensive experimental results verify that the proposed method yields new
state-of-the-art performance in two microaction video datasets, while its performance
on two general-action video datasets is also very promising.
Homography is the invertible mapping between two images of the same planar
surface. For estimating homographies along moving-camera videos, homography es-
timation between non-adjacent frames can be very challenging when their camera
view angles show large difference. To handle this, we propose a new deep-learning
based method for homography estimation along videos by exploiting temporal dynam-
ics across frames. More specifically, we develop a recurrent convolutional regression
network consisting of convolutional neural network and recurrent neural network with
long short-term memory cells, followed by a regression layer for estimating the param-
eters of homography. In the experiments, we introduce a new approach to synthesize
videos with known ground-truth homographies, and evaluate the proposed method
on both the synthesized and real-world videos with good results.
v
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Moving-camera video content analysis focuses on obtaining useful information in
videos taken by moving cameras, such as wearable cameras including GoPro and
Google Glass, or handy cameras including smart-phone cameras and camcorders.
Compared to static cameras, moving cameras can cover wider areas and better cap-
ture the information of interest, with the subjective motion of the camera holders.
Moving-camera video content analysis plays an important role in many applications,
such as understanding social difficulties and enhancing public security. In kinder-
garten, from the videos taken by teacher-worn cameras, we can identify kids with
insufficient or atypical activities, which may imply possible social difficulties. In law
enforcement, from the videos taken by police-officer-worn cameras, we can identify
abnormal people and behaviour to enhance security in public areas. To analyse rel-
evant content in these videos, identifying human action becomes an important cue
to well understand the complex human activities or behaviours. Moreover, compared
to static cameras, moving cameras show time-varying views. Homography which de-
scribes the invertible mapping between two images taken from different camera views,
is another essential key for the content analysis. Homography estimation can benefit
not only human action recognition [3], but also other video-based applications such
as video stitching [4] and video stabilization [5]. In this dissertation, we study these
two topics in moving-camera video content analysis: human action recognition and
homography estimation. More specifically, we focus on two important sub-problems
for action recognition: recognizing general actions and recognizing microactions in
wearable-camera videos, meanwhile we study another sub-problem for homography
estimation: estimating homographies along short moving-camera videos. Note that,
the wearable-camera videos are a specific type of moving-camera videos, where the
videos are taken by wearable cameras.
2
1.1 Scope of the Proposed Research
In this section, we briefly overview the problem definition, challenge and proposed
solution for all three sub-problems.
1.1.1 Recognizing general actions in wearable-camera videos
In this work, we study the problem of recognizing the general human actions (e.g.,
jump and punch) present in a video that is taken by wearable camera, such as Go-
Pro and Google Glass. So far, the most effective approach for video-based action
recognition is to first extract spatial-temporal motion features, and then use these
motion features to train classifiers for recognizing different human actions. The per-
formance of this approach highly relies on the consistency of the extracted motion
features, which may not be well preserved when the input video is taken by a wear-
able camera. On one hand, the extracted motion features may not accurately reflect
the desired human action by mixing undesired camera motion. On the other hand,
continuous camera motion leads to varying camera view in the duration of the action,
as illustrated in the bottom row of Fig. 1.1, and it is well known that many motion
features are very sensitive to the view change.
Figure 1.1 Sample videos from a fixed camera (top) and a wearable camera
(bottom).
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To address the feature inconsistency, we propose to divide a wearable-camera video
into several short segments, and then extract stable motion features corresponding to
a fixed camera view defined by an anchor frame within each segment. This way, we can
simply collect a set of fixed-camera videos from different camera views for training.
However, the stable motion features extracted for different video segments may still
correspond to a large amount of different views, while covering all possible views in
training could be difficult in practice, due to the huge workload of data collection and
labelling. Here, we further proposed to employ a sparse-coding model to estimate the
action likelihood in each video segment. This way, we only need to collect videos from
a sparsely sampled set of views for training. Finally, the likelihoods from all the video
segments are combined for final classification. To evaluate the proposed method, we
collect a video dataset of 1048 videos containing 8 general human actions: jump,
handwave, pickup, punch, standup, sitdown, kick, throw. The experimental results
verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for recognizing these general actions
in wearable-camera videos.
1.1.2 Recognizing Microactions in Wearable-Camera Videos
In this work, we study the problem of recognizing the microactions present in videos,
where only subtle body motion is apparent [1]. As shown in Fig. 1.2, microactions such
as slight head-turning or small hand-pointing only involve small movements of one or
more local body parts (e.g., head or hand & arm) and are usually highly localized in
the spatial-temporal domain compared with general actions such as golf and pullup,
which contain relatively larger movements of human bodies and usually occur within
much wider regions. So far, many existing works aim to extract high-layer CNN
feature features and obtain good results on general-action dataset. However, these
works may not be able to well address microactions, because high-layer CNN feature






Microactions   General actions
Figure 1.2 Left: sample video frames of two microactions: a) slight head-turning;
b) small hand-pointing. Right: sample video frames of two general actions: c) golf;
d) pullup.
Midlayer CNN features, which have been used in fine-grained image classification,
usually contain present detailed and localized information, which can be an important
cue for detecting subtle motions for microactions. Here, we propose to learn subtle
yet discriminative motion patterns upon midlayer CNN features. Specifically, we first
build a dual-branch network to employ both high-layer and midlayer CNN features.
Then, we develop a subtle motion detector upon midlayer CNN features, which con-
tains three major components: 1) a discriminative spatial-temporal feature learning
module; 2) a parallel multiplier attention module; 3) an activation fusion module. In
the experiments, we collect a new microaction video dataset of 4,000 videos, where
the microactions of interest are mixed with relatively larger general motions. We
evaluate the proposed method on both a public microaction video dataset and our
collected microaction video dataset with state-of-the-art results. We also evaluate the
proposed method on two general-action video datasets with very promising results.
5
1.1.3 Estimating Homographies along Moving-camera Videos
In this work, we study the problem of estimating homographies between video frames,
either adjacent or non-adjacent frames. A homography is the invertible mapping be-
tween two images of the same planar surface [7]. Many applications, such as video
stitching [4] and action recognition [8], require to estimate homographies between
both adjacent and non-adjacent frames. In moving-camera videos, frames with long
temporal gap may be taken from very different camera views, and this makes homog-
raphy estimation between such frames a challenging task. Figure 1.3 shows samples
of non-adjacent frames from different camera views.
Figure 1.3 Sample video frames from different camera views. Each row shows
frames at different time steps in one video - the temporal gap between the left and
middle frames is smaller than the one between the left and right frames.
A sequence of video frames usually reflect good temporal dynamics, which can
help homography estimation between non-adjacent frames. To exploit the temporal
dynamics for better estimating homographies across video frames, we propose a novel
network – Recurrent Convolutional Regression Network. Specifically, we first use
convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract features from pairs of adjacent frames,
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and then feed these features into recurrent neural network (RNN) with long-term
short memory cells (LSTM) to exploit the temporal dynamics, followed by a regression
layer to compute the parameters of homographies. We evaluate the proposed method
on both the synthesized and real-world videos, and obtain very promising results.
1.2 Structure of Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background knowl-
edge for the research presented in this dissertation. Chapter 3 reviews the related
works of the proposed research on video action recognition and homography estima-
tion. Chapter 4 presents a new approach, which contains video subdivision and ho-
mography transformation for stable motion features extraction, and sparse coding for
classifier, to recognize general human actions in wearable-camera videos. Chapter 5
presents a dual-branch network with a subtle motion detector, to learn discriminative
and robust motion features for recognizing micro human actions in wearable-camera
videos. Chapter 6 presents recurrent convolutional regression network to estimate
homographies along moving-camera videos. Chapter 7 summarizes the proposed
research, concludes this dissertation, discusses the future works, and gives a brief





In this chapter, we introduce the background knowledge for the research presented
in this dissertation. We first overview some useful details for the basic convolutional
neural network (CNN), since it is widely used in many deep-learning approaches on
video-based action recognition and homography estimation. We then briefly describe
a CNN backbone named BN-Inception [9] which is used as a baseline architecture in
our work on video-based action recognition. We also elaborate the long short-term
memory and homography which are used in our work on homography estimation.
We finally introduce several popular datasets which are used as the benchmarks in
video-based action recognition and homography estimation.
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of a basic convolutional neural network, which takes the
input of an RGB image and output its predicted class.
A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a multilayer neural networks, and can be
used to classify an image into different classes. Figure 2.1 shows a basic CNN, which
takes the input of an RGB image and output its predicted class. As we can see that,
it consists of one or more convolutional layers (often followed by a pooling layer) and
finally uses one or more fully connected layers. The input of a convolutional layer is
a m×m× c image, where m is the height/width of the image and c is the number of
channels, e.g. an RGB image has c = 3. The convolutional layer has k filters of size
9
n×n× r where n is smaller than the dimension of the image and r can either be the
same as c or other numbers. The size of the filters rises within the locally connected
structure, where each filter is convolved with the image to produce k feature maps of
size m− n + 1×m− n + 1. Then, each map is usually downsampled with mean or
max pooling over p× p contiguous local regions, where p ranges between 2 for small
images and is usually not more than 16 for larger inputs. Either before or after the
pooling layer, an additive bias and sigmoidal nonlinearity are usually applied to each
feature map. The output of the convolutional and pooling layers is fed into the final
layer(s) - one or more fully connected layers, which has(have) a unit for each class
that the network predicts, and each of those units receives input from all units of the
previous layers.
CNN is usually trained with specific types of loss functions, such as the Cross-
entropy loss for the classification tasks including video-based action recognition, and
the Euclidean loss for the regression tasks including homograph estimation between
video frames.
Given an input video V with the ground-truth labels {y1, y2, · · · , yM} regarding
M action classes, the Cross-entropy loss function La which is used to classify an











where E is the classification scores which are computed by the fully connected layers
in a CNN; yi is the ground-truth label of the i-th action class; Ei and Ej are the i-th
and j-th dimensions of E. During training, CNN updates its weights by minimizing
La.
Given an input pairs of i-th frame Fi and j-th Fj with the ground-truth homog-
raphy Hi,j between these frames. For each sample, the loss function Lh which is used
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to regress a homography in CNN is defined as:
Lh =
1
2‖Hi,j − Ĥi,j‖2 (2.2)
where Ĥi,j is the estimated homography between these two frames. Lh calculates the
half of the Euclidean distance between the ground-truth and estimated homographies.
During training, CNN updates its weights by minimizing Lh.
CNN is widely used in the artificial-intelligence industry for image and video
analysis. Smart-phone producers such as Apple and Google, uses CNN to detect the
faces for different people, which can be further used to unlock smart phones for their
users. Online media platforms such as Youtube, use CNN to classify the videos that
the users watched into certain categories, and then recommend the users with videos
from same categories, which the users might like.
2.2 BN-Inception
Sergey et al. have developed the BN-Inception [9] network, which has become a
milestone in the development of CNN architectures. Before this network is released
publicly, most previous CNN works proposed to stack the convolution layers deeper
and deeper to obtain better performance. However, one potential issue regarding
very deep networks is that they are prone to overfitting and thus difficult for training.
Another issue regarding these networks is that the convolutional filters always have
a fixed size in each convolutional layer, i.e., each convolutional layer can only learn
features from the local regions of same spatial size on the input image, meanwhile
the important regions in the image can have extremely large variation in size.
To address these issues, BN-Inception proposes to have convolutional filters with
multiple sizes in a convolutional layer, which is named as an inception layer as shown
in Fig 2.2. The inception layer takes the input as the feature maps from its previous
layer, then use four branches to process the input, where the convolutional filters of
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different sizes including 1×1, 3×3 and 5×5 are used in these branches. To reduce the
computational cost, it also limits the number of input channels by adding an extra
1× 1 convolution before the 3× 3 and 5× 5 convolutions. 1× 1 convolutions usually
enjoys much lower computational cost than 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 convolutions. By using
convolutional filters in multiple sizes, BN-Inception is only 22 layers deep, which is
much less deeper than many existing networks. BN-Inception also introduces the
batch normalization (BN) upon each convolution to normalize the inputs of layers
per mini-batch, for further improving optimization and avoiding gradient vanishing.
Figure 2.2 Illustration of an inception layer in the BN-Inception network.
2.3 Long Short-Term Memory Network
Long short-term memory network (LSTM) is a recurrent neural network, which is
widely used to process temporal sequences. LSTM contains cells that are specially
designed units for remembering important information and forgetting unimportant
information along the sequence. Figure 2.3 shows the architecture of an LSTM cell,
which is used in this dissertation. Let σ and φ be the logistic sigmoid function and
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hyperbolic tangent function, respectively. {i, f, o, c, h} are the input gate, forget gate,
output gate, memory cell and hidden state, respectively. The LSTM sequentially
updates {i, f, o, c, h} at time step t, given input xt, hidden state ht−1, and cell state
ct−1, as follows:
it = σ (Wxixt +Whiht−1 +Wcict−1 + bi)
ft = σ (Wxfxt +Whfht−1 +Wcfct−1 + bf )
ot = σ (Wxoxt +Whoht−1 +Wcoct−1 + bo)
ct = ftct−1 + it φ (Wxcxt +Whcht−1 + bc)
ht = ot φ (ct) ,
(2.3)
whereW ’s and b’s are the network parameters to be learned and t = 1, · · · , N . With
input gate and forget gate, each LSTM cell can learn to selectively forget its old
memories and refresh with new inputs. In addition, the output gate ot controls how
much of the stored memory to be passed to the hidden state ht.
LSTM plays an important role in many applications, especially for processing
temporal sequences, such as the translation between two different languages and the
prediction on weather in the future.
Figure 2.3 The architecture of an LSTM cell.
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2.4 Homography
Figure 2.4 Illustration of computing 4-point parameterization of homography.
Homography is defined as the invertible mapping between two images of the same
planar surface [7]. Homography plays a key role in many video-based applications,
such as video stitching [4], video stabilization [5], optical flow estimation [10], action
recognition [8], simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [11], visual odometry
(VO) [12], and augmented reality [13].
Two common parameterizations of the homography: the 4-point parameteriza-
tion and the matrix parameterization [14]. In this dissertation, we use the 4-point











where (∆ui,∆vi) denote the horizontal and vertical displacements for each matched
corner on two images, as shown in 2.4. The matrix parameterization Hmatrix is a 3×3
matrix that contains both the rotational and translational terms. As shown in [15,
16], the 4-point parameterization is more suitable than the matrix parameterization
to represent homography, because it is difficult to balance these matrix terms as
part of an optimization problem [15]. Besides, H4point can be easily converted to
Hmatrix via a simple perspective transform. Therefore, we use H4point to represent
the homographies in the Chapter 6 and abbreviate it as H for brevity.
2.5 Datasets
In this section, we briefly overview the public datasets that are used in this dis-
sertation. Specifically, we first introduce several widely-used video action datasets
including three general-action video datasets and one microaction video dataset, and
then describe a popular video homgraphy dataset.
2.5.1 Video Action Datasets
HMDB51 [17] is a widely used benchmark for general-action recognition, which con-
tains 6,766 videos from 51 general human action categories. Each action contains a
minimum of 101 videos, which are collected from various sources, including movies, a
small proportion from public databases such as the Prelinger archive, YouTube and
Google videos. The original evaluation scheme is to use three training/testing splits
and report the average accuracy over these splits.
Kinetics [18] is a large-scale video action recognition dataset that has 300,000
trimmed general human action videos from 400 action classes. The actions contain
human-object interactions such as playing instruments, as well as human-human in-
teractions such as shaking hands and hugging. Each action class has at least 600
videos. Each clip is human annotated with a single action class and lasts around 10s.
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The standard evaluation scheme is to train on its training set and evaluate on its
validation set and report the average recognition accuracy over all action classes.
The IXMAS [19] dataset contains 12 general human actions, each of which is
performed 3 times by 11 actors, and recorded by 4 side view cameras and 1 top view
camera. The evaluation scheme is to train on the data from four views and test on
the data from the remaining view. The average recognition accuracies over all action
classes are reported for evaluating the performance for a method.
Paired egocentric video (PEV) dataset [1] contains 911 pairs of first-person (ac-
tor’s view) and second-person (observer’s view) videos. Each video pair includes one
microaction performed by a person A and viewed by another person B. There are 7
microactions. Each video has 90 frames with 60 fps and 320× 180 spatial resolution.
Three-fold cross validation is used for evaluation, while the average accuracies over
all action classes is reported as the recognition performance.
2.5.2 Video Homography Dataset
Planar object tracking dataset is a real-world video dataset [20], where all the videos
are captured in the wild scenario rather than the constrained laboratory environment.
It contains 210 videos of 30 planar objects sampled in the natural environment. In
particular, for each object, seven videos are recorded while involving various chal-
lenging factors, namely scale change, rotation, perspective distortion, motion blur,
occlusion, out-of-view, and unconstrained. The ground truth is carefully annotated
semi-manually to ensure the quality. The videos are annotated for every other frame,
and the ground-truth homographies are calculated by the labeled positions of a pla-
nar object in each frame. The resolution of each frame is 1, 280× 720. Each video is





In this chapter, we introduce the related literature for the proposed research,
including the previous works on video-based general-action and microaction recogni-
tions, and homography estimation.
3.1 Video-Based Action Recognition
Video action recognition has been studied extensively in computer vision commu-
nity. Many video-based action recognition approaches aim to generate an effective
visual representation for videos by extracting spatial-temporal features including
both handcrafted features and deeply learned features. Most of these works focus
on general-action recognition, while few works concentrate on recognizing general
actions presented in wearable-camera videos or recognizing microactions in wearable-
camera videos. Meanwhile, several advanced technologies including camera motion
compensation, attention and midlevel video-feature learning, have been explored in
video-based action recognition. In this section, we first introduce the related works on
handcrafted features and deeply learned features for action recognition, then describe
the related works on general-action and microaction recognition in wearable-camera
videos, and elaborate the technologies mentioned above. Finally, we briefly discuss
the action-recognition works that use the input modalities of human poses instead of
RGB and optical flow which are used in this dissertation.
3.1.1 Handcrafted Features for Action Recognition
Many traditional methods have been developed to extract handcrafted spatial-temporal
features from videos, such as space-time interest points (STIP) [21], 3-dimensional
sift descriptors (SIFT-3D) [22], and 3D histograms of gradient (HOG3D) [23]. Im-
proved dense trajectories (iDT) [24] are widely considered to be one of the most
effective handcrafted features for video action recognition. They compute HOG (his-
tograms of oriented gradients) [25], HOF (histograms of opticalflow) [26], and MBH
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(motion boundary histogram) [27] along trajectories within local 3D regions, and the
computed features are further encoded by Fisher Vector (FV) [28], followed by SVM
(Support Vector Machine) classification for action recognition.
3.1.2 Deeply-Learned Features for Action Recognition
Inspired by the success of CNNs in image classification, many methods were devel-
oped recently to learn deep features via CNNs for video action recognition. The
performance of these deep-learning methods has gradually outperformed traditional
methods. Typically, deep-learning methods first temporally sample a video into sev-
eral short segments, and then apply either 2D or 3D CNNs on each segment for
feature extraction. Karpathy et al. [29] extended the connectivity of the CNN archi-
tecture used in image classification to the spatial-temporal domain by using different
temporal fusion strategies. Simonyan et al. [30] proposed two-stream CNNs to learn
spatial and temporal deep features on RGB frames and optical flows. Tran et al. [31]
designed 3D CNNs to simultaneously learn both spatial and temporal deep features
on RGB frames by using 3D convolutions and poolings. Wang et al. [32, 33] proposed
a temporal segment network based on two-stream CNNs to fuse video-clip representa-
tions into a video representation. Feichtenhofer et al. [34] extended two-stream CNNs
with multiplicative interactions between spatial and temporal streams. In [35, 36],
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) with long short-term memory (LSTM) cells were
developed to combine frame-level features into video-level representations. Later, the
combination of 3D CNN with LSTM was explored in [37], in which 3D CNN was used
to extract spatial-temporal features from saliency-aware videos followed by LSTM to
further model temporal dynamics. Tran et al. [38] proposed a two-stream network
with spatial-temporal blocks, which decompose 3D convolution into separate spatial
and temporal components to learn spatial-temporal deep features. Most of these
deep-learning methods are designed for general-action recognition, such as walking
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and jumping, which involve relatively large motions, by classifying high-layer CNN
features. As mentioned before, they may not handle microaction recognition well
without considering the problem of motion subtleness.
3.1.3 General-Action Recognition in Wearable Camera Videos
Most recent works [39, 40, 41, 42] on action recognition based on wearable camera
videos are focused on ego-centric action recognition, i.e., recognizing the actions of
the camera wearers, which are completely different from the work proposed in this
dissertation – our goal is to recognize the action of a performer present in the video.
Narayan et al.[40] developed an approach to recognize actions and interactions present
in a wearable camera video by using iDT in foreground. This work, however, does not
consider the feature stability – the foreground iDT contains both the motion of the
action performer and the camera. Zheng et al.[43] detect actions of interest from long
streaming wearable-camera videos by directly extracting iDT, without computing
stable features. Different from these works, in this dissertation we not only extract
iDT, but also make them stable for action recognition.
3.1.4 Microaction Recognition in Wearable Camera Videos
There are few prior works specializing in microaction recognition. Yonetani et al. [1]
proposed manually synchronizing first-person (actor’s view) and second-person (ob-
server’s view) videos and extracted features from both videos for microaction recog-
nition. Specifically, they used cumulative displacement [44] encoded by pooled time
series [45] from first-person videos and iDT from second-person videos, followed by
a standard linear decision function to describe the relative importance of the two
point-of-view features. They also built the first microaction video dataset for perfor-
mance evaluation. However, first-person videos are not always available in practice,
and the manual synchronization of two videos can be time consuming. Furthermore,
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they directly used the available methods that were developed for general actions to
extract features from the second-person videos, without specifically considering the
motion subtleness. In this dissertation, we perform microaction recognition by only
using second-person videos and propose a subtle motion detector to address motion
subtleness. Also related is our earlier work [46], which built a temporal pyramid on
video segments to more finely represent microactions in the temporal domain. How-
ever, this earlier method still directly used high-layer CNN features to construct the
pyramid, without considering the midlayer CNN features that can present more de-
tailed information for microactions. In the experiments, we show that the proposed
method considering midlayer features significantly outperforms these two previous
microaction recognition methods.
3.1.5 Camera Motion Compensation
Many recent action recognition works [47, 48, 3, 49, 24] include a step of camera
motion compensation in extracting motion features, e.g., trajectory-based features,
from videos taken by moving cameras. In [49], 2D affine motion models are used
to approximate the camera motion between adjacent frames. In [47], a low rank
optimization algorithm is developed to estimate camera-induced and object-induced
motions: only the latter is used for action recognition. In [48], the motion pat-
terns of dense trajectories [50] are clustered to characterize foreground-foreground
or foreground-background relationships. In iDT [3, 24], dense trajectory locations
[50] between two adjacent frames are transformed to a fixed view for camera motion
compensation. In this work, we extend iDT by making it stable over a video segment
instead of only two adjacent frames.
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3.1.6 Attention
The attention mechanism has also been studied in several action recognition meth-
ods by enabling the models to concentrate on key information. These can be cate-
gorized into hard attention and soft attention. Hard attention usually makes hard
binary choices to select salient regions and may face training difficulties. For example,
Mallya et al. [51] referred to the detected human bounding box as the salient region.
Recently, soft attention has been developed by using weighted averages instead of
a hard selection to avoid such difficulties. Sharma et al. [52] built a soft-attention
long short-term memory (LSTM) on top of multilayered recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) to focus selectively on parts of video frames. Li et al. [53] proposed an end-
to-end sequence learning model of VideoLSTM by hardwiring convolutions in the
soft-attention LSTM. In these methods, additional information is usually required to
predict the attention at the next time by LSTM, which may cause substantial com-
putational cost and yield limited improvement. To reduce the computational cost,
a more advanced self-attention mechanism [54] was developed, without the need for
extra information. Li et al. [55] proposed using 2D convolutional layers and LSTM
cells to obtain spatial and temporal self-attention, respectively. Du et al. [56] used
the entire spatial-temporal pyramid that consists of feature maps with different sizes
from different convolutional layers to learn spatial-temporal attention based on prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA). Wang et al. [57] viewed self-attention as a nonlocal
operation in the space-time domain and developed nonlocal blocks for video classi-
fication. Inspired by the self-attention mechanism, the proposed parallel multiplier
attention in this dissertation, extends the nonlocal operation to the channel domain
and further combines both channel and spatial-temporal attention via a multiplier
gate to improve action recognition.
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3.1.7 Midlevel Video-Feature Learning
Recently, midlevel video features such as midlayer CNN features, midlevel video rep-
resentations and midlevel visual elements, have been explored in the computer vision
community. Wang et al. [58] constructed a discriminative local patch detector by
directly applying a 2D convolutional layer with 1 × 1 filters on the midlayer CNN
features, followed by a max-pooling layer to obtain the most discriminative local
patch, which was then applied to improve the fine-grained image classification. In
this dissertation, we extend this idea to video action classification by adjusting mid-
dle CNN layers and using 3D convolutional layers with 1 × 1 × 1 filters as a local
cubic detector in the spatial-temporal domain. Also different from their work, which
only uses the max-pooling layer for extracting the max activation, we extract the
global activation via average pooling in addition to the max activation to fully ex-
plore midlayer CNN features. In the experiments, we show that simply embedding
their idea into 2D-CNN-based action recognition approaches does not lead to convinc-
ing performance improvement on microaction recognition. Liu et al. [59] proposed
the single shot multibox detector (SSD) for image object detection by using multiple
levels of CNN features to allow predictions for multiscale detections. In this dis-
sertation, midlayer CNN features are used as a complementary feature resource for
microaction recognition. Note that the proposed method is quite different from the
methods [60, 61, 62, 63] that build the midlevel video representations on low-level
handcrafted features for action recognition. The proposed method is also different
from the deep-learning-based image classification methods [64, 65] with midlevel vi-
sual elements, where midlevel image patches are first extracted and then fed into
CNNs for feature learning.
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3.1.8 Pose-Based Action Recognition
Human pose is another important input modality for video-based action recognition
in addition to appearance (RGB) and motion (optical flow). It has been verified
that the pose modality is also discriminative for recognizing human actions [66]. Re-
cently, pose-based action-recognition methods [67, 68] have been introduced to boost
the performance. Luvizon et al. [67] proposed an end-to-end trainable multi-task
framework by combining 2D and 3D human pose estimation jointly for action recog-
nition. Weng et al. [68] developed deformable pose traversal convolution network
which applies one-dimensional convolution to traverse the 3D pose for its represen-
tation. However, accurate 3D pose estimation from RGB videos is itself a very chal-
lenging problem. In this dissertation, the input modalities for action recognition are
RGB and optical flow instead of poses.
3.2 Homography Estimation
Homograhy estimation has been widely studied in computer vision community. Many
of the previous works focus on homograhy estimation between two images, while the
other works concentrate on homography estimation along videos.
3.2.1 Homography Estimation between Two Images
Conventional methods for estimating the homography between two images first ex-
tract hand-crafted features, such as SIFT [69], SURF [70], HOG [25] or ORB [71] from
each image. The extracted features are then matched between the two input images
using various matching algorithms, such as Fast Library for Approximate Nearest
Neighbors (FLANN) [72] or Brute-force (BF) matcher. Finally, Direct Linear Trans-
form (DLT) with Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [73] is applied to estimate
the homography between images based on the feature correspondence.
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Template matching is also applied for estimating homography between two im-
ages [74, 75], where a quadrilateral template area is matched between two images
in an iteratively way. In [74], the inverse compositional (IC) algorithm is used to
exchange the role of the two images, and leads to the optimization which contains
a constant pre-computed Hessian [76]. In [75], transformation is estimated by min-
imizing the sum-of-squared-difference between the correct and estimated templates,
using an efficient second-order minimization (ESM).
Recently, deep learning has been used for homography estimation between two
images. In [15], CNN implemented on VGG architecture [77] is applied to compute
the homography. In the network, two approaches were explored to compute homog-
raphy: direct regression and distribution model via classification. Experiments show
that direct regression can achieve more accurate homography estimation. In [78], a
cascaded Lucas-Kanade network is developed to progressively refine the homography
estimation, by combining the IC algorithm and a pyramid feature representation.
In [16], a hierarchy of twin CNNs is developed to regress the homography, with visual
warping between adjacent hierarchical levels.
As discussed earlier, the direct application of these methods for estimating ho-
mographies between non-adjacent video frames may produce large errors when the
non-adjacent frames show substantially different camera view angles.
3.2.2 Homography Estimation along a Video
Garcia-Fidalgo et al propose to directly compute homographies between adjacent
frames, and then compose them sequentially for estimating homographies between
non-adjacent frames along the video [79]. In [80], homography is computed itera-
tively between each frame and a reference frame using Hyperplane Approximation
(HA), which is a template matching algorithm that finds the relationship between
the measured error and the transformation parameters variation by using difference
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decomposition in an off-line processing stage. Such composition or iteration scheme
usually suffers from large accumulative errors. Various feature trackers can be used
for identifying corresponding features across frames for homography estimation. For
example, Lucas-Kanade (LK) tracker [81] first uses “Good Features To Track” [82]
for tracking initialization, and then uses Lucas-Kanade algorithm to calculate optical
flow for tracking features across frames, along with back-tracking for match verifi-
cation between frames. The point correspondence of the tracked features can then
be used to compute homographies. In practice, the accuracy of the tracked features
usually get worse when tracking over many frames, and this affects the accuracy of
homographies estimated between non-adjacent frames.
In some applications, structures with special geometry can be detected and tracked
along a video for estimating homographies. In [83], homography estimation is accom-
plished by finding conic correspondences with visual features built on ellipse shapes
detected and tracked along the video. In [84], homography for sports and traffic
videos is estimated based on the correspondences of lines detected and tracked along
the sport or traffic field. These methods require the presence of structures with pre-
specified geometry in the video and can only be used in special applications. In this
dissertation, we will develop a deep-learning based method for estimating the homog-
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4.1 Motivation
The performance of action recognition methods relies on the consistency of the ex-
tracted motion features, which may not be well preserved when the input video is
taken by a wearable camera. Identifying and compensating camera motions to con-
struct stable motion features can effectively address this problem. If we can transform
all the frames in a video and the motion features extracted from these frames to a
fixed camera view, then for each action we only need to collect a relatively small set of
fixed-camera videos from different view angles for training, since the space of possible
fixed-camera view is of much lower dimension than the space of possible wearable-
camera motion in the duration of an action. However, given the accumulated errors
in estimating and compensating the camera motion between two temporally distant
frames, it is difficult to transform all the frames and their motion features in a video
of an action to one single fixed camera view.
To address this problem, we propose a new approach by dividing the video of an
action into a sequence of shorter video segments. In each video segment, we extract
stable motion features corresponding to a fixed camera view, defined by an anchor
frame in the segment. This is achieved by computing and applying homography
transforms between the anchor frame and other frames assigned to this video segment.
By controlling the length of video segment, the desired homography transforms can
be estimated by composing the adjacent-frame homography transforms without high
accumulation errors. However, stable features extracted for different video segments
correspond to different views because each video segment has its own anchor frame.
Combining the stable features from all the video segments for action classification
still leads to feature inconsistency.
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To address this issue, we further propose to use a sparse-coding model to estimate
the action likelihood in each video segment independently, followed by combining the
likelihoods from all the video segments for final action recognition. In estimating
the action likelihood of each video segment, its stable motion features are consistent
to those extracted from the corresponding segment of the training videos, since the
training videos are taken by fixed cameras in many different views. The combination
of the video subdivision and motion-feature stabilization enables the action classifiers
trained on fixed-camera videos to be applicable to recognize actions in wearable-
camera videos. In the experiments, we apply the proposed method to recognize eight
general human actions: jump, handwave, pickup, punch, standup, sitdown, kick, throw
from wearable-camera videos, with very promising results. Moreover, we also evaluate
the proposed method on a multi-view action recognition dataset IXMAS, to further
test the performance of the proposed method on fixed-camera videos, and obtain
competitive results.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the
proposed method in details. Section 4.3 reports the experimental results, followed by
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Figure 4.1 Workflow of the proposed method for action recognition in wearable
camera videos.
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This chapter is focused on video-based action recognition [22, 85, 3, 31], where each
input video just contains one action of interest and tightly covers its duration. Our
goal is to develop classifiers to recognize the action in this video. We will not tackle
the more general problem of action detection from a long streaming video [43, 86].
As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, we uniformly divide an input video into a sequence of
video segments and extract stable features for each video segment in terms of the
view underlying an anchor frame. Finally we use a sparse-coding based algorithm
to estimate the action likelihood for each video segment, followed by combining the
likelihoods of all the video segments for action classification.
Many effective spatial-temporal motion features [50, 3, 27, 49, 24] are defined
on dense trajectories detected over multiple frames and/or optical flow calculated
between adjacent frames. In the following, we first calculate stable dense trajectories
and optical flow in terms of an anchor frame, and then introduce the anchor frame
selection, stable feature definition and the proposed action classifiers.
4.2.1 Stable Dense Trajectories
Compose homography transforms Generate a stable trajectory
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2 An illustration of (a) transforming a trajectory to a fixed camera view
underlying an anchor frame c by (b) composing a sequence of adjacent-frame
homography transforms.
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Dense trajectories are points of interests and their tracking over a number of
consecutive frames. In this chapter, we use the iDT (improved dense trajectories)
algorithm [3] to extract dense trajectories from the input video, where the trajectory
length L, i.e., the number of frames traversed by the trajectory, can be priorly set.
Let’s consider one trajectory (Pa, Pa+1, . . . , Pb), b = a+L−1, where Pi is the location
of this trajectory on frame i, a ≤ i ≤ b. These L trajectory locations (and their
corresponding frames) are generated under different camera views, as in iDT. Different
from iDT, to make dense trajectories stable over a video segment, we transform these
locations into a fixed camera view underlying an anchor frame c in this segment. We
denote the resulting stable trajectory as (P ca , P ca+1, . . . , P cb ). Obviously, if c is a frame
traversed by the trajectory, i.e., a ≤ c ≤ b, we have P cc = Pc. We will elaborate on
the selection of anchor frame later.
As illustrated in Fig. 4.2(a), for each trajectory point Pi, i 6= c, we estimate the
homography transform Hci from frame i to frame c and calculate the stable location
P ci = Hci (Pi). The estimation of the homography transform requires a set of matched
feature points between the two frames and these matched feature points can be very
difficult to detect when two frames are not adjacent or close to each other. To address
this issue, we propose to estimate the homography transform between adjacent frames
and then compose them to estimate a homography transform between non-adjacent
frames. Without loss of generality, let’s consider the case of i < c. We estimate
the adjacent-frame homography transforms Hj+1j from frame j to frame j + 1, j =
i, i + 1, · · · , c − 1, by applying RANSAC [87] to the matched background feature
points in terms of SURF descriptors and dense optical flow, as in [3]. Each estimated
homography transform is represented by a homography matrix, e.g., [hij]3×3 and







By composing the adjacent-frame homography transforms, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2(b),
we can construct the transform from frame i to anchor frame c by
Hci = Hcc−1 ◦ Hc−1c−2 ◦ · · · ◦ Hi+1i . (4.2)
Similarly, if i > c, we can construct the homography transform from frame i to anchor
frame c by
Hci = Hcc+1 ◦ Hc+1c+2 ◦ · · · ◦ Hi−1i . (4.3)
4.2.2 Stable Optical Flow
Original optical ow eld Stable optical ow eld
Figure 4.3 An illustration of calculating stable optical flow with view angle defined
by anchor frame c. An original optical flow vector (blue) is transformed to a stable
optical flow vector (red).
In this chapter, we first use iDT to calculate optical flow on each frame of the
video, and then transform this optical flow to a stable one, i.e., corresponding to
a fixed view underlying anchor frame c. Note that the optical flow computed in
iDT has compensated the camera motion between adjacent frames. In this chapter,
we further stabilize the optical flow by compensating camera motions between non-
adjacent frames, i.e., between the anchor frame and one of its non-adjacent frames.
Without loss of generality, let’s consider the optical flow calculated on frame i which
we denote as f(x). At each pixel x = (x, y), the optical flow vector actually points
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from the location x in frame i to its corresponding location x + f(x) in frame i + 1.
One straight-forward approach to make it view consistent is to apply the one-way
homography transform to transform both endpoints of the flow vector to the view-
consistent ones in terms of frame c. However, the transformed location Hci (x) may
not show integer x− and y−coordinates and the transformed optical-flow vector field
may not uniformly cover the image. We need to perform 2D interpolation on the
transformed non-uniform 2D vector field to estimate the view-consistent optical flow
at each pixel, which can introduce high inaccuracies.
We propose a two-way homography transform to address this problem. As illus-
trated in Fig. 4.3, starting from each pixel x on frame i after transforming to the
fixed view, we first estimate its corresponding location on the original frame i as
Hic(x). On the original frame i, we have uniform optical flow field f(·) available for
each integer-coordinate pixel. Therefore, even if Hic(x) has non-integer coordinates,
we can perform 2D interpolation to get an accurate estimation of the optical flow at
this location, which we denote as f(Hic(x)). This way, we estimate the flow location
on the original frame i + 1 as Hic(x) + f(Hic(x)) and its stable location in the fixed
view underlying frame c is Hci+1(Hic(x)+ f(Hic(x))). Based on this, after transforming
to the fixed view, at each pixel x on frame i, we can calculate a stable flow vector as
Hci+1(Hic(x) + f(Hic(x)))− x,
which leads to a stable optical flow field on frame i.
4.2.3 Stable Features
As mentioned above in Section 4.1, the homography transform between non-adjacent
frames is computed by composing a sequence of adjacent-frame homography trans-
forms. In practice, each adjacent-frame homography transform may contain an error
and such errors may accumulate in composition. The larger the value of |i − c|,
i.e., the temporal distance between frame i and the anchor frame c, the higher the
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accumulated errors in constructing Hic and Hci . In this chapter, we relieve such accu-
mulation errors by uniformly dividing the input video into N shorter video segments,
as well as selecting an appropriate anchor frame for each video segment.
Segment 1 of length T Segment 2 of length T
(a) (b)
Segment 1 Segment 2
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Figure 4.4 An illustration of (a) the temporal distance |i∗ − c| for composing
homography transforms and (b) the bundling of the optical flow and trajectories.
More specifically, we first apply iDT algorithm to detect length-L dense trajecto-
ries on the input video and assign each detected trajectory to the video segment with
the largest temporal overlap. Let T be the length of video segment for the considered
input video. Typically, we have L < T and by picking the middle frame as the anchor
frame c for a video segment, we will have smallest possible |i∗ − c| ≈ T +L2 , where i
∗
indicates the furthest frame (from frame c) that may contain a trajectory location
to be transformed to the view underlying frame c, as shown by the red trajectory in
Fig. 4.4(a). For optical flow, it is calculated on each frame using the algorithm in [88].
As in [3], optical flow is bundled with trajectories in defining motion features: optical
flow near/around a trajectory, e.g., a 32 × 32-pixel region around the trajectory on
each frame, is included to the video segment to which the trajectory is assigned. As
a result, the frames traversed by the trajectory will be assigned to the same video
segment and their optical flow will be transformed to the corresponding fixed view.
Some frames may be traversed by multiple trajectories that are assigned to different
video segments. The optical flow in these frames, e.g., the three middle frames in
Fig. 4.4(b), need to be transformed to different fixed views when bundled to different
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trajectories. Given the bundling of optical flow and trajectories, we have the same
|i∗ − c| ≈ T +L2 in computing stable optical flows.
To improve the robustness and efficiency of feature extraction, we only extract
features associated to the detected person, in the form of a rectangular bounding box
on each frame. As in [3], we calculate the motion features of HOF (histograms of
optical flow) [26] and MBH (motion boundary histogram) [27] for each video segment,
but using the proposed stable trajectories and optical flow. Stable trajectories that are
partly located outside any involved frame will be discarded in calculating these motion
features. Also following [3], we calculate the appearance feature of HOG (histograms
of oriented gradients) [25] without any further transforms. For each video segment,
we finally construct a feature vector by concatenating Fisher vectors [89] of stable
trajectories, HOG, HOF and MBH, with normalizations. Camera motion over a video
segment has been compensated in computing the motion features and therefore, the
motion features are consistent to the ones extracted from a fixed camera over the video
segment. Together with the video-segment based action classifiers to be discussed in
the following, we can achieve the goal of training the action classifiers on fixed-camera
videos and then applying them to process wearable-camera videos. The original iDT
can only provide feature stabilization between two adjacent frames, and this local
stabilization could not provide sufficient information for action classification.
4.2.4 Action Classifiers
Based on the stable features extracted in each video segment, we use a sparse-coding
model for supervised action recognition [90]. More specifically, we estimate the like-
lihood of action k on a video V as P(k|V ) = 1
N
∑N
j=1P(k|V j), where V j is the j-th
video segment and









with pj being the stable feature extracted from video segment V j, Ajk being the basis




{‖pj −Ajkz‖2 + λ‖z‖0}. (4.5)
The basis matrix Ajk is constructed from a set of training video samples of action k
– Each row of Ajk is the feature vector extracted from the j-th segment of a training
video. We use the L1 norm approximation via Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)
implementation [91] to solve this minimization problem.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, given that the features extracted in each video seg-
ment is stable, i.e., corresponding to a fixed view, we only need collect training video
samples such that 1) the camera view stay unchanged in each video segment, 2) train-
ing videos well cover all possible camera views in each video segment. This can be
achieved by using fixed-camera videos – for each action, we simply use fixed cameras
to collect multiple videos of this action from different views as the training set. In
practice, due to the use of the sparse-coding model, we only need to collect videos
from a sparsely sampled set of views for training. The constructed basis matrix Ajk
can help represent features from other views not covered in the training videos. This
not only reduces the load and difficulty in collecting the training videos, but also
improves the algorithm efficiency.
4.3 Experiments
4.3.1 Dataset and Experimental Setup
The proposed method takes fixed-camera videos from different views for training (as
the basis of the sparse-coding matrix) and then test on videos taken by wearable
cameras with complex motions. We did not find existing video datasets that are
appropriate for our experiments. Therefore, we collect our own video dataset, which
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will be released to public. We choose eight human actions that are very common in
daily life: jump, handwave, pickup, punch, standup, sitdown, kick, throw. Each of the
collected video reflects one of these actions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. In each video,
only one person (the performer of action) is present and the video temporally well
cover the duration of the underlying action. The average length of the collected videos
is approximately 3.5 seconds. All the videos are recorded by GoPro cameras with
30fps frame rate. Each frame is downsampled to the spatial resolution of 720 × 405
pixels.
Jump Handwave Pickup Punch Standup Sitdown Kick Throw
Figure 4.5 Exemplar frames of the collected videos for the eight different actions of
interest, where each column shows one action separately, The first and second rows
show the videos collected in two different scenarios respectively.
Training data are collected in an outdoor setting by fixed cameras that faces the
performer from eight uniformly distributed horizontal views. For each action, we take
ten videos from each view, resulting in 640 training videos in total. For the testing
data, each video also contains one action performed by one person. But it is taken
by a GoPro camera worn by a camera wearer over his head. The wearer freely moves
in recording the action of the performer – the wearer’s motion includes both body
motion, such as walking, and head motion, such as head rotation. Four different
performers and five different camera wearers are used to collect the testing videos.
The testing videos are recorded in two different outdoor scenarios. One of them is
in an area surrounded by buildings which is the same scenario where we collect the
training videos. The other scenario is an open playground. We collected 237 and
171 testing videos in the first and second scenarios respectively, which leads to 408
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videos in total, with 51 testing videos for each action. We annotate these videos for
the performer (in the form of a bounding box on each frame) and each instance of
the actions, by using the open-source video annotation tool of VATIC [92].
For feature descriptors, we choose trajectory length L = 9. Other than using the
proposed stable iDT and stable optical flow to replace the original iDT and optical
flow, all the other settings and parameters in defining HOG and MBH follow [3].
Different from [3], we use 8 bins without an additional zero bin, for HOF. In particular,
optical flow is bundled to nearby trajectories for defining these feature descriptors and
their bundling relation is defined by a distance no more than 32 pixels in both x- and
y-directions on each frame. The dimensions of these descriptors are: 18 for stable
trajectories, 96 for HOG, 96 for HOF and 192 for MBH.
We use the fisher vector [89] for feature encoding., For each type of feature descrip-
tor, we construct a 256-component Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) using 256,000
randomly sampled features from our training data. We follow the setting in [89]
to encode features into fisher vectors and normalize them, within each segment of
each video. Finally, we concatenate the normalized fisher vectors of different feature
descriptors as the feature vector of this video segment.
One sparse-coding (SC) classifier is trained for each action. We divide each video
(either training and testing one) into N = 10 equal-length video segments. We
set parameters σ = 6 in Eq. (4.4) and λ = 10−2 in Eq. (4.5). The action k∗ =
arg maxk P(k|V ) with the highest likelihood will be taken as the recognized action
for video V .
4.3.2 Results
Figure 4.6 shows the action recognition accuracies of the proposed method on the
testing data, when dividing each video into different number of video segments. We
can see that, when dividing a video into N = 10 segments, we achieve the highest
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accuracy of 70.1%. An overly large N may lead to very short video segments with
low-discriminative motion features. An overly small N , e.g., N = 1 (no video sub-
division), may lead to very long video segments with high accumulation errors in
composing homography transforms for computing stable features. We use N = 10
for the remaining experiments.
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Figure 4.6 The testing performance of the proposed method, when dividing each
video into different number of video segments.
Figure 4.7 The recognition accuracy of the proposed method for each action class
and each recording scenario.
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Figure 4.7 shows the recognition accuracy for each action class in each recording
scenario. Figure 4.8 shows the confusion matrix of the proposed method on the
testing data. We can see that the performance on the testing data collected in the
second scenario is not good as that in the first scenario. This is partly due to the use
of the first scenario for collecting the training data. Actions jump and kick show high
accuracy, because their features are more discriminative than other action classes.
Recognition accuracy of handwave are low since they only involve relatively small-
scale hand movements.
Figure 4.8 Confusion matrix of the proposed method on the testing data.
Figure 4.9 shows the accumulation error in composing homography transforms
over a temporal distance |i − c|. We can see that, with the increase of |i − c|, the
composed homography transform gets more inaccurate – the (red) edge points in
the background of anchor frame c are dislocated from the edge after applying the
composed homography transform over a sequence of 11 frames, i.e., i = c−11. In this
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chapter, we divide each video into shorter video segments to avoid such accumulation
errors.
i=c i=c-2 i=c-6 i=c-11 dislocated
Figure 4.9 An illustration of accumulation error in composing homography
transforms.
We choose three existing methods for comparison. The first one is Zheng et al [43],
where videos from two different fixed views are taken for training. It uses traditional
iDT, HOG, HOF and MBH features, encoded by bag-of-features (BOF). Sparse cod-
ing is used as the classifiers. The second one is Wang et al [24], which detects iDT
for action recognition, with camera motion compensated between adjacent frames. It
uses iDT, HOG, HOF and MBH features encoded by the fisher vector [89]. A linear
SVM (support vector machine) is used as the classifiers. The third one is Tran et
al [31], where deep 3D convolutional networks are used to learn deep features. All the
deep features are extracted from fixed-length video clips without any further feature
encoding, followed by using linear SVM as the classifiers. Wang et al [24] and Tran
et al [31] have reported state-of-the-art performances on several challenging action
recognition datasets, including UCF101 [93], which contains videos recorded by mov-
ing cameras. For all the three comparison methods, we use their default settings and
parameters.
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Table 4.1 Comparison results against several existing action recognition methods
on the testing dataset. FV. denotes Fixed-camera video; WV. denotes
wearable-camera videos.
Method Training Set Testing Set Classifier Accuracy
Zheng et al [43] FV. All WV. Sparse coding 25%
Tran et al [31] FV. All WV. linear SVM 20.1%One half WV. Other half WV. linear SVM 34.1%
Wang et al [24] FV. All WV. linear SVM 54.4%One half WV. Other half WV. linear SVM 45.8%
Baseline FV. All WV. Sparse coding 55.6%
Proposed FV. All WV. linear SVM 62.3%
Proposed FV. All WV. Sparse coding 70.1%
From Table 4.1, we can see that, when trained on fix-camera videos and testing
on wearable-camera videos, all three comparison methods obtain much lower action
recognition accuracy, than the proposed method, due to serious feature inconsistency
between training data and testing data. Another approach to address this feature
inconsistency problem is to use wearable camera videos for training. We conduct
additional experiments for Wang et al [24] and Tran et al [31] by randomly separating
all the collected wearable camera videos into two subsets of similar size: one subset
used for training and the other subset used for testing. This way, we can perform
two-fold cross-validation for performance evaluation. From Table ??, we can see that,
by using wearable camera videos for training, Wang et al [24] even does not show any
performance improvement over the use of fixed camera videos for training. The main
reason is the complexity of the wearable camera motion in practice: it is difficult to
use a limited number of training videos to cover all the possible motions of wearable
cameras in the duration of an action.
The effectiveness of sparse-coding (SC) classifier is also verified: if we replace them
by linear SVMs in the proposed method, the action recognition accuracy substantially
decreases, as shown in the row of “Proposed + Linear SVM" in Table ??. The
main reason is that sparse coding can linearly combine the features from seen views
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to approximate the features from unseen views. In Table ??, we also include the
performance of a “Baseline" method, which follows the general setting of the proposed
method, but does not divide each video into segments, i.e., N = 1, and does not
transform the trajectories and optical flow to stable ones. We can see that “Baseline"
performs much worse than the proposed method with N = 10. This further verifies
the effectiveness of the proposed video subdivision and feature stabilization methods.
Figure 4.10 Per-class action recognition accuracy of the proposed method and
comparison methods on the testing dataset.
Figure 4.10 shows the recognition accuracy in terms of each action class, using
the proposed method and the three comparison methods, respectively. Note that,
for Tran et al [31] and Wang et al [24], their performances are dependent on the
adopted training set. As shown in Table ??, Tran et al [31] performs better when
using wearable camera videos for training, while Wang et al [24] performs better
when using 640 fixed camera videos for training. In Fig. 4.10, we report the best
performance for each of these comparison methods. We can see that, the proposed
method outperforms the comparison methods on six out of eight action classes, and
achieves the second highest performance in the other two action classes. We notice
that the comparison methods also show low accuracy on the action of handwave,
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where Wang et al [24] obtains an accuracy of indeed 0%, due to only small-scale
motion of hand.
4.3.3 Results on Fixed-Camera Videos
We also conduct experiments on a multi-view action recognition dataset IXMAS [19],
to further test the performance of the proposed method on fixed-camera videos, and
show the effectiveness of the proposed video-subdivision approach and the sparse-
coding classifier. The IXMAS dataset contains twelve human actions, each of which
is performed three times by eleven actors, and recorded by four side view cameras
and one top view camera. The proposed method is trained on the data from four
views and tested on the data from the remaining view. We still divide each video
into 10 video segments as in Section 5.3.3.
Figure 4.11 shows the confusion matrix of the proposed method on the IXMAS
dataset. Table 4.2 shows the recognition accuracies of the proposed method and
several comparison cross-view action recognition methods, on this dataset. Cam i in-
dicates the case of testing on data from view-i, and training on data from other four
views. We can see that, in general, the action recognition accuracies on fixed-camera
videos are much higher than those on wearable-camera videos. On this dataset, the
proposed method outperforms all the comparison methods. We believe this owes to
the capability of sparse coding in using motion features taken from very few sparse
views to represent the ones taken from many other views. The result proves the effec-
tiveness of the proposed video subdivision approach and the sparse-coding classifier.
It also shows that the proposed method can deal with the fixed-camera videos. The
recognition accuracies of crossarms and point are low due to their small-scale motions
involving only a small part of the body. Performance on “Cam5" is worse, because
the classifiers are trained on the data from four side views and tested on the data
from the top view.
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Figure 4.11 Confusion matrix of the proposed method on the IXMAS dataset.
Table 4.2 Action recognition performance of the proposed method and several
comparison methods on the IXMAS dataset.
Method Cam1 Cam2 Cam3 Cam4 Cam5 Average
Junejo et al [94] 66.6% 65.5% 65.0% 62.4% 49.6% 61.9%
Yan et al [95]-1 75.5% 74.6% 77.1% 69.7% 63.3% 72.1%
Yan et al [95]-2 77.3% 74.1% 79.3% 71.3% 65.1% 73.4%
Wang et al [96] 81.9% 82.1% 80.5% 78.5% 73.0% 79.2%
Ciptadi et al [97] 83.9% 81.8% 87.6% 83.0% 73.6% 82.0%
Proposed 97.5% 98.2% 95.5% 91.2% 79.0% 92.3%
4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we introduce an novel approach to recognizing human actions in
wearable-camera videos by training classifiers on fixed-camera videos. In this method,
we first divided a video of an action into a sequence of shorter video segments, and
then extracted stable motion features in each video segment, by transforming them to
a fixed view defined by an anchor frame in this segment. We then used a sparse-coding
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model to compute the action likelihood for each video segment independently, and fi-
nally averaged the likelihoods over all the video segments for action recognition. The
combination of video subdivision and feature stabilization enables the motion feature
consistency between training (fixed-camera) videos and testing (wearable-camera)
videos. We tested the proposed method on both wearable/fixed-camera videos, with
competitive results. We believe the proposed method can also handle action recog-
nition in videos taken by other moving cameras, besides wearable cameras. We plan
to study this in the future.
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Chapter 5
Recognizing MicroActions in Wearable-camera
Videos1
1Yang Mi, Xingyuan Zhang, Zhongguo Li and Song Wang. 2020. IEEE Transactions on Image
Processing. 29: 6194-6208. Reprinted here with permission of publisher.
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5.1 Motivation
Video-based action recognition [3, 98, 33, 99, 100, 8, 101] has drawn significant
attention in the computer vision and image processing communities. The most
widely adopted approaches train classifiers on spatial-temporal features extracted
from videos. Traditional methods extract handcrafted features, such as dense tra-
jectories [3], followed by a classifier, e.g., support vector machine (SVM) [102], for
recognizing different actions. Recently, more effective deep-learning-based methods
have been developed to learn deep features via convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
and obtain state-of-the-art performance on many general-action video datasets, such
as HMDB51 [17] and UCF101 [93]. The performance of these CNN-based meth-
ods [32, 38] largely depends on the discriminativeness of high-layer deep features,
since the final classification is performed on the high-level features pooled from the
last convolutional layers of CNN. High-layer CNN features usually focus more on
semantic information but less on detail information [6]. However, for microactions
where the involved motions are subtle and highly localized, the high-layer CNN fea-
tures, which are usually of small size and highly squeezed, may lose detailed informa-
tion. For example, in state-of-the-art CNN architectures such as ResNet [103] and
Inception [104], high-layer CNN features (e.g., the output feature maps of inception
(5a-5b) or ResNet conv5_x), which are used for final classification, have a small size
of 7× 7 and may not preserve sufficient local details of microactions.
To address the above issue, instead of only using high-layer CNN features for
final classification as in many existing deep-learning-based action recognition meth-
ods [32, 38, 34], we also thoughtfully consider the features from the middle layers of
CNN, which we refer to midlayer CNN features for simplicity in this chapter. The
motivation behind this is inspired by the successful use of midlayer CNN features
in fine-grained image classification, where the discriminative regions for fine-grained
categories are usually highly localized [58]. Compared with high-layer CNN features,
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midlayer CNN features usually present more detailed information [6], which can be
an important cue for detecting subtle motion for microactions. Note that midlayer
CNN features have been successfully used for image-level tasks, including fine-grained
image classification [58] and image object detection [59], but they have not been well
explored in video classification tasks. In this chapter, we propose a dual-branch
network to use both the high-layer and midlayer CNN features for microaction recog-
nition. We specifically propose a novel subtle motion detector, which is built on
top of midlayer CNN features, to effectively capture subtle motion and learn local
discriminative motion patterns for better recognition of microactions.
More specifically, we first sample several short video segments from the input
video and then employ a state-of-the-art CNN architecture (e.g., BN-Inception [9])
as a backbone to extract both high-layer and midlayer CNN features from the video
segments. We then propose a network with two branches, named the G-branch and
L-branch, to explore high-layer and midlayer CNN features for classifications, respec-
tively. For the G-branch, we simply use the high-layer CNN features to compute
classification scores [32]. For the L-branch, we develop a novel subtle motion de-
tector, which consists of three modules: 1) a discriminative spatial-temporal feature
learning module, where we adopt the smallest reception field – one pixel and apply 3D
convolutional layers with 1×1×1 filters on midlayer CNN features to learn the highly
localized motion patterns; 2) an activation fusion module, which uses max-pooling
and average pooling to obtain max and average activations from the learned features,
followed by fusion for classification; and 3) a parallel multiplier attention module,
which is inserted before module 2) such that the learned features can focus on the
discriminative areas. Finally, the classification scores of both branches are fused via
weighted sum to generate the overall classification score for each video segment, and
the classification scores from all the sampled segments are then combined for the final
video-level classification. The whole network can be trained in an end-to-end fash-
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ion. In the experiments, we evaluate the proposed method not only on an existing
microaction video dataset [1] but also on a new microaction video dataset that we
collected. In this new dataset, the microactions of interest are usually mixed with
other relatively larger general motions, such as walking, to better reflect the scenar-
ios in real applications. We also evaluate the proposed method on a general-action
dataset [17].
The main contributions of this work are as follows: 1) we propose a novel dual-
branch network with a subtle motion detector for better recognizing microactions;
2) we show that effectively learning the midlayer CNN features is essential for mi-
croaction recognition; 3) we introduce a new microaction video dataset, where the
micromotions of interest are mixed with general motions; and 4) the proposed method
achieves state-of-the-art performance on the microaction datasets and good results
on a general-action dataset.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the
proposed method in detail. Section 5.3 reports the experimental results, followed by
a brief conclusion in Section 5.5.
5.2 Proposed Method
In this section, we introduce the details of the proposed dual-branch network with
a subtle motion detector for microaction recognition. We first describe the overall
architecture of the network, which utilizes both high-layer and midlayer CNN fea-
tures for classification. Then, we introduce the subtle motion detector by discussing
the discriminative spatial-temporal feature learning on midlayer CNN features, the
activation fusion, and the parallel multiplier attention. Finally, we elaborate on the
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Figure 5.1 An illustration of the overall architecture of the dual-branch network to
obtain the video-segment representation. The proposed network first divides an
input video into several video segments and further divides each segment into
several subsegments for RGB frames and optical flows. The proposed network
contains two branches: the G-branch and the L-branch, where the G-branch directly
uses high-layer CNN features to compute the segment representation, and the
L-branch includes a subtle motion detector to further learn midlayer CNN features
for the segment representation.
5.2.1 Dual-Branch Network
Given an input microaction video V , we first sparsely sample it for several short
segments {v1, v2, · · · , vN} of equal time duration and then extract RGB frames and
stacked optical flows from each segment to obtain the appearance and motion rep-
resentation of the video. This sampling strategy has been shown to be effective for
long-term temporal modeling [33, 32]. We then adopt the popular two-stream 2D
CNN framework [33, 30] to process the RGB frames and the stacked optical flows.
For the spatial or temporal stream, we propose a novel dual-branch network with a
subtle motion detector for better recognizing microactions. The overall architecture
of our dual-branch network is shown in Fig. 5.1. For one video segment, we further di-
vide it into T subsegments and employ the state-of-the-art 2D CNN architecture (e.g.,
InceptionNet [104] or ResNet [103]) as the backbone to extract the spatial-temporal
features from each subsegment, while the layers on all the subsegments share weights.
Here, we use the batch normalization inception network (BN-Inception) [9] as the
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backbone for illustration. Notice that our dual-branch design is not limited to any
specific CNN architecture. After the inception 3 (i.e., the inception (3a-3c)) layers in
BN-Inception, we further design two branches, the G-branch and L-branch, to utilize
high-layer and midlayer CNN features, respectively.
In the G-branch, we follow the temporal segment network (TSN) [33] to use the
original BN-Inception for extracting high-layer CNN features and generate classifi-
cation scores over all the action classes for each subsegment. Then, we average the
classification scores from all subsegments to obtain the video-segment representation.
In the L-branch, we first adjust the original inception4 (i.e., the inception (4a-4e))
layers in BN-Inception to produce midlayer CNN feature maps with higher resolution
for preserving more precise spatial information. We conduct this adjustment because
the middle CNN layers in the recent state-of-the-art CNN architectures, such as the
inception (4a-4e) layers in InceptionNet and the conv4_x layers in ResNet, have
relatively small sizes for their output feature maps (i.e., 14 × 14), which may be
insufficient for detecting small discriminative spatial-temporal features in microaction
videos. Figure 5.2 shows the adjusted inception4 in the L-branch. For simplicity, the
batch normalization (BN) [9] layers and rectified linear unit (ReLU) [105] layers,
which are placed after the convolutional layers, are not displayed here. To preserve
as much architecture of the inception 4 layers as possible, we only adjust the inception
(4e) layers, which are the only group of layers where downsampling is performed. As
shown in Fig. 5.2, we employ three changes on the original inception (4e) to avoid
downsampling: 1) using a smaller stride (i.e., 1) for the last convolutional layer on
the left side; 2) removing the last convolutional layer in the middle; and 3) removing
the pooling layer on the right side. The resulting midlayer CNN features from the
adjusted inception4 have the same number of channels but twice the spatial size as
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Figure 5.2 An illustration of constructing the adjusted Inception4 layers. We
denote convolutional layers as Conv, e.g., Conv 128, 1× 1, 1 for a convolutional layer
with 128 output channels, 1× 1 filter, and stride 1. We denote the global
max-pooling layer as GMP, e.g., GMP, 3× 3, 2 for a global max-pooling layer with
3× 3 kernel and stride 2.
We denote Ft ∈ RC×H×W as midlayer CNN features of the t-th subsegment ex-
tracted from the adjusted inception4, where t = 1, 2, · · · , T , C, H and W are the
number of channels, height and width of the feature map, respectively. We tem-
porally concatenate the features from all subsegments as F ∈ RC×T×H×W . In the
next subsection, we propose a novel module, named the subtle motion detector, to
learn discriminative yet subtle motion patterns from these extracted midlayer CNN
features and produce the video-segment representation.
In either the G-branch or L-branch, we follow the TSN to combine the segment-
level representation for the video-level representation. Finally, we compute the video
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where F 1g , F 2g , · · · , FNg and F 1l , F 2l , · · · , FNl are the representations of N segments for
the G-branch and L-branch, respectively. U is the aggregation function for combining
the segment-level representations into video-level representations. Here, we choose
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average pooling as the aggregation function U , since it is shown to be the most effec-
tive method in TSN. S is the Softmax function that gives the prediction probability
for each action class of the video. The two branches are complementary to each other,
and their respective predictions are fused via summation with equal weights.
5.2.2 Subtle Motion Detector
To further learn the midlayer CNN features F ∈ RC×T×H×W of a video segment,
we propose a novel subtle motion detector, which consists of three key components:
discriminative spatial-temporal feature learning, activation fusion, and parallel mul-
tiplier attention. Figure 5.3 shows the overall construction of the subtle motion
detector.
Discriminative Spatial-Temporal Feature Learning. The midlayer CNN
features F ∈ RC×T×H×W can be considered as a group of C × 1× 1× 1 cubes, where
each cube at a fixed location of x represents a corresponding small spatial-temporal
region in the original microaction video. Assume that we could learn a response
for a cube at each location – the higher the activation, the more discriminative its
representing region. Here, we choose the smallest receptive field, i.e., 1 × 1 × 1,
because microactions are highly localized and usually involve only subtle movement
of small body parts. As shown in Fig. 5.3, we employ two convolutional layers with a
1×1×1 filter and stride 1, where each layer is followed by ReLU and BN layers. The
first convolutional layer has C ′ = C8 output channels, while the second layer has C
output channels. The output feature maps keep the same dimension C×T ×H×W ,
while the activation at each cube is further learned. Compared with just using one
convolutional layer with C output channels, our design reduces the computations to
a quarter of the original computations while increasing the complexity of the learned
features by adding nonlinearities, i.e., the additional ReLU layer. We refer to this




Figure 5.3 An illustration of constructing the subtle motion detector. Here we
show the version of averaging fusion. The 1× 1× 1 block denotes the convolutional
layer with 1× 1× 1 filters and stride 1. ReLU, GMP, GAP and FC denotes the
rectified linear unit, global max-pooling, global average pooling, and fully connected
layers, respectively. Notice that, the batch normalization layers after the
convolutional layers are not displayed for simplicity.
Activation Fusion. After having the activation at each location of the mid-
layer CNN feature maps, the discriminative spatial-temporal region can be focused
on by selecting the cube with the highest activation, which can be achieved via the
global max-pooling (GMP) operation. This is shown to be very effective for image
classification as in [58]. However, for video action classification, the discriminative
spatial-temporal regions usually involve different spatial locations in the temporal
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domain due to the movement of human body parts over time. Therefore, the dis-
criminative spatial-temporal region with the maximum activation obtained by GMP
over the 3D feature map volume may not be sufficient for representing an entire video
segment.
To address this issue, we propose the activation fusion as shown in Fig. 5.3,
which utilizes GMP and global average pooling (GAP) to extract max and average
activations Amax ∈ RC×1 and Aavg ∈ RC×1, respectively. Compared with GMP, which
only considers the region with maximum activation, GAP considers the contributions
in all regions. After GMP or GAP operation, a fully connected (FC) layer is used to
compute the classification scores. The two FC layers do not share weights because the
max and averaged activations usually refer to different types of information. Before
the pooling operations, we insert an attention module, which will be discussed in the
next subsection, to ensure that the feature maps concentrate on key areas and avoid
involving the activations from nondiscriminative regions during the pooling operation.
Finally, to combine these two activations for classification, we propose three types of
fusion schemes to compute the final classification scores Q ∈ RM×1, where M is the
number of action classes.
Averaging. In this fusion scheme, we perform an average operation over the
classification scores for each class. The final classification scores are computed as
follows:
Q = 12 (FCmax (Amax) + FCavg (Aavg)) , (5.2)
where Q denotes the classification score of all action classes for a video segment and
FCmax and FCavg denote the FC layers for max and averaged activations, respec-
tively. The basic motivation behind averaging is to leverage both of these activations
for microaction recognition by considering their contributions equally for the final pre-
diction. In this way, both the max and averaged activations learned from midlayer
CNN features are jointly modeled.
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Maxing. The maxing is one alternative scheme to the averaging, where we select
the max classification score for each class. The final classification scores are computed
as follows:
Q = Max (FCmax (Amax) , FCavg (Aavg)) . (5.3)
The intuition of maxing is to seek a single representation (either the max or averaged
activation) for each action class and only preserve the strongest activation as the final
response for this category. Compared with the averaging, the maxing emphasizes one
activation and neglects the other activation.
Concatenation. In this fusion scheme, we concatenate the max and averaged
activations and then use an FC layer to obtain the classification scores for an action
class by computing the weighted sum from all the max and averaged activations. The
final classification scores are computed as follows:
Q = FC (Concat (Amax, Aavg)) . (5.4)
The basic assumption underlying concatenation is that these two types of activations
may play unequal roles in recognizing microactions. This fusion scheme is designed
to compute different weights for these activations. Compared with the previous av-
eraging and maxing fusion schemes, the concatenation enables a flexible selection of
the max and averaged activations.
Parallel Multiplier Attention. Before applying pooling operations, we pro-
pose the parallel multiplier attention to further refine the convolutional feature maps
F′ ∈ RC×T×H×W resulting from discriminative spatial-temporal feature learning. This
attention module is designed to focus features on salient regions in both the channel
and spatial-temporal domains. In this way, the following pooling operations are less
influenced by irrelevant regions, and the pooled patterns are more robust and con-
sistent. Specifically, the parallel multiplier attention computes the channel attention
map and the spatial-temporal attention map in parallel and then applies the attention
maps on the original features via a multiplier gate, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 An illustration of constructing the parallel multiplier attention. The
left and right sides compute the channel and spatial-temporal attention maps,
respectively. The middle reshapes the input feature maps. Finally, they are merged
via a multiplier gate.
Channel attention map. Channel attention usually tells the network “what" to
look at. By applying the channel attention, we can enable the features to concen-
trate on “what" is meaningful given an input image [106]. Inspired by the nonlocal
operation [57] in the spatial-temporal domain, we extend this operation to the chan-
nel domain and compute the channel attention as follows. Specifically, we reshape
the input feature F′ into a matrix X1 ∈ RC×T HW and obtain its transpose matrix
XT1 ∈ RT HW×C . We compute the channel attention map by multiplying X1 and XT1 ,
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where Zc ∈ RC×C . The value at the i-th row and j-th column of Zc measures the
relationship between the i-th and j-th channels in F′. Note that we do not follow [57],
which applied linear embedding (convolutional layers) to transform the features before
the reshaping operations because the convolutional layers may undesirably change the
original channel information.
Spatial-temporal attention map. The spatial-temporal attention map tells the
network “where" to look over space and time. By applying spatial-temporal attention,
we can enable the features to concentrate on salient areas. We follow [57] to compute
the spatial-temporal attention map. Specifically, we reshape the input feature F′
into a matrix X2 ∈ RT HW×C and obtain its transpose matrix XT2 ∈ RC×T HW . We
compute the spatial-temporal attention map by multiplying X2 and XT2 , followed by






where Zst ∈ RT HW×T HW . The value at the i-th row and j-th column of Zst measures
the relationship between the i-th and j-th positions in F′. Note that we also do
not apply linear embedding to the features before the reshaping operations. This
guarantees that the spatial-temporal and channel attention maps are computed based
on the same visual information.
After having the channel and spatial-temporal attention maps, we apply them to
the reshaped input features X1 through a multiplier gate. The refined features Fr
are computed as follows:
Fr = ZcX1Zst, (5.7)
where Fr ∈ RC×T HW . In the end, we reshape Fr back to its original shape C × T ×H ×W .
These final output features have a concentration on discriminative channels and
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spatial-temporal regions, which helps the latter activation fusion to avoid nondis-
criminative areas during the pooling operations.
5.2.3 Loss Function
The proposed dual-branch network computes the standard categorical cross-entropy
losses – Lg and Ll for the G-branch and L-branch, respectively. We combine the
two losses of both branches to compute the final loss L. For an input video V with
the ground-truth labels {y1, y2, · · · , yM} regarding M action classes, the final loss
function and two branches’ loss functions are defined as:





















where Eg = U
(
F 1g , · · · , FNg
)
and El = U
(
F 1l , · · · , FNl
)
are the video-level represen-
tations computed by the G-branch and L-branch, respectively; yi is the ground-truth
label of the i-th action class; Eig and Ejg are the i-th and j-th dimensions of Eg; Eil
and Ejl are the i-th and j-th dimensions of El. Here, we simply sum the two losses
with equal weights.
5.3 Experiments on Microaction Videos
In this section, we first introduce the evaluation datasets and then describe the ex-
perimental setup. Finally, we report the experimental results on these datasets.
5.3.1 Datasets
PEV dataset. Paired egocentric video (PEV) is an existing microaction video
dataset [1], which contains 911 pairs of first-person (actor’s view) and second-person
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(observer’s view) videos. Each video pair includes one microaction performed by a
person A and viewed by another person B. Since the proposed method focuses on
recognizing microactions present in a video, we use the 911 second-person videos for
performance evaluation in this section. In the PEV dataset, there are 7 microac-
tions: pointing, attention, positive, negative, passing, receiving, and gesture, and each
action has 182, 97, 159, 40, 119, 143, and 171 videos, respectively. Each video has 90
frames with 60 fps and 320×180 spatial resolution. Sample videos of the microactions
are shown in Fig. 5.5.
pointing              attention             positive              negative               passing              receiving               gesture
Figure 5.5 Exemplar videos for the 7 different microactions in the existing dataset
PEV [1], where each column shows two sample frames of one action video: pointing,
attention, positive, negative, passing, receiving and gesture (from left to right).
Our newly collected dataset. In the existing PEV dataset [1], the microac-
tion performer is always standing or sitting, i.e., only the microactions of interest
are presented. However, in many real applications, microactions of interest may also
be combined with larger general motions, such as walking, and it is highly desirable
to recognize microactions of interest in such cases. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no such publicly available video datasets. To address this issue, we collect
a new video dataset and release it to the public. For this new dataset, we choose 10
microactions that are very common in daily life: Applaud, HandSalute, Nod, Shake-
Head, PutPalmsTogether, HeadScratch, ShrugShoulders, Stop, ThrowUpHands, Wav-
ing. For convenience, we call this newly collected dataset Micro-Action 10 (MA10),
in which each video only contains one microaction of interest. For each action, 100
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videos were recorded for mixing with each of four general actions, including walking,
running, standing still, and sitting. The sample video frames are shown in Fig. 5.6. In
each video, only one person (the performer of action) is present, and the microaction
is performed 2 or 3 times in the video. In these videos, the performers are always
walking when performing the microaction of interest. The average length of our col-
lected videos is approximately 4.5 seconds. All videos are recorded by GoPro cameras
with 30 fps. Each frame is downsampled to the spatial resolution of 340× 256 pixels.
Fifteen different performers and ten different camera wearers are used to collect the
videos in fifteen different scenarios. The camera wearers freely move in recording,
which leads to the complexities of camera motion, view difference, lighting change,
etc.
Applaud HandSalute Nod PutPalmsTogether
HeadScratch
ShakeHead
ShrugShoulders Stop ThrowUpHands Waving
Figure 5.6 Exemplar videos for the 10 different microactions in our newly collected
dataset MA10, where two sample frames are shown for each action video. Top:
Applaud, HandSalute, Nod, ShakeHead and PutPalmsTogether. Bottom:
HeadScratch, ShrugShoulders, Stop, ThrowUpHands, and Waving.
5.3.2 Experimental Setup
Network input. In training, we uniformly divide a sample video into N = 3 video
clips and randomly choose a segment with L = 20 consecutive frames from each
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clip. We evenly divide each segment into K = 4 subsegments and resize each video
frame to a spatial resolution of 340 × 256. For each subsegment, the spatial-stream
and temporal-stream networks take the input of a single RGB frame and optical
flow stacks, respectively, where the optical flow is computed via the TVL1 optical
flow algorithm [107]. Warped optical flow stacks are also used for temporal stream
networks to compensate for camera motion. Specifically, the warped optical flow is
computed between two adjacent frames by using their estimated homography matrix
as in [3].
Network training. The parameters of the proposed network are initialized with
the weights pretrained on ImageNet [108]. The stochastic gradient descent algorithm
is used to train the network. The minibatch size is set to 32, weight decay is set
to 0.0005, momentum is set to 0.9, and initial learning rate is set to 0.001. For the
spatial stream network, the learning rate is decreased by a factor of 0.1 after 50 and
100 epochs. The training process stops after 150 epochs. For the temporal stream
network with the input modality of optical flow or warped optical flow stacks, the
learning rate is decreased by a factor of 0.1 after 150 and 250 epochs, and the training
stops after 300 epochs. To effectively train the network, we follow the good practice
in [33]: regularization: partial BN and extra dropout layer after the global pooling
layer in BN-Inception; 2) data augmentation: center cropping and scale jittering. We
use two NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU cards with 32 GB memory for each card to train
the network. It takes approximately 1.5 hours and 9 hours to train the spatial and
temporal streams, respectively, on the PEV dataset.
Network testing. We follow the testing scheme of the original two-stream
CNNs [30] to sample each testing video into 25 segments. We use the same GPU
resource as in training to test the network. For each testing video, the spatial stream
takes approximately 0.16 seconds, while the temporal stream takes approximately
0.18 seconds. We then use the weighted averaging scheme to combine the classifi-
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cation scores from different streams for fusion. When combining the two streams,
the weights of the spatial stream and temporal stream are assigned to 1 and 1.5,
respectively. This is because motion-based input (optical flow) usually contributes
more than appearance-based input (RGB) for action recognition. When both optical
flow-based modalities are used, warped optical flow stacks serve as complementary
modalities, and the weights of the temporal stream are set to 1 for warped optical
flow stacks and 1.5 for optical flow stacks.
Evaluation scheme. For evaluation of the PEV dataset, we follow the orig-
inal evaluation scheme to conduct a three-fold cross validation on all the second-
person (911) videos in this dataset. For evaluation of our newly collected MA10
video dataset, we also conduct a three-fold cross validation on all (4,000) videos.
Specifically, one dataset is randomly split into three subsets of similar size: two sub-
sets are used for training, and the remaining subset is used for testing. We calculate
the average accuracies over all action classes as the recognition performance for each
dataset. All experiments are run on PyTorch [109].
5.3.3 Results
In the result analysis, we use the G-branch of our dual-branch network as the baseline
method, which is actually TSN [32]. Note that the original TSN takes the input of
three segments with five frames in each segment. A little different from this setting,
the G-branch in our dual-branch network uses TSN with 12 segments (subsegments
constructed in this chapter), each of which contains five frames. We show that the
performance can be significantly improved by the dual-branch network, which includes
both the L-branch and the G-branch. Specifically, we first perform the ablation
study on different parts of the L-branch, including the midlayer adjustment (i.e.,
the adjustment on inception 4), along with three components of the subtle motion
detector. All experiments in this ablation study are performed on the PEV dataset.
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We then study the impact of modality fusion for both microaction datasets. We also
show comparison results and per-class analysis on both microaction datasets.
Impact of Midlayer Adjustment and Discriminative Spatial-Temporal
Feature Learning. We first study their impact by directly connecting discriminative
spatial-temporal feature learning with pooling and fully connected layers for classifi-
cation in the L-branch without considering the other two components in the subtle
motion detector. We conduct experiments on different input modalities, including
RGB frames, optical flow stacks, and warped optical flow stacks, which are denoted
as RGB, OF, and WOF, respectively. We choose the G-branch as the baseline method
and apply several variations on the L-branch to study the impact: 1) G-branch +
L-branch w/o Extras, where the L-branch directly uses the midlayer CNN features
followed by pooling and fully connected layers for classification, without involving
extra modules; 2) G-branch + L-branch w/DPD, where the L-branch uses the dis-
criminative patch detector (DPD) [58], which contains the 1 × 1 convolutional layer
and max-pooling layer; 3) G-branch + L-branch w/MLA, where the L-branch uses the
proposed midlayer adjustment (MLA); 4) G-branch + L-branch w/DFL, where the
L-branch uses the proposed discriminative spatial-temporal feature learning (DFL);
5) G-branch + L-branch w/MLA+DFL, where the L-branch uses both the MLA and
DFL. The recognition accuracies on the PEV dataset are shown in Table 5.1.
As we can see, the performance can be slightly improved by directly using mid-
layer CNN features for classification (i.e., G-branch + L-branch w/o extras). The
performance improvement brought by involving DPD in the L-branch is also small.
These results show that directly using midlayer CNN features or embedding DPD
into an action recognition framework, which has been shown to be effective for image
classification, cannot lead to large performance improvement in handling microaction
videos. In contrast, the performance improvement is larger and more noticeable by
using the proposed MLA or DFL. Among all the methods, G-branch + L-branch
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w/MLA+DFL obtains the best performance. This verifies the usefulness of the pro-
posed MLA, which preserves more precise spatial information for extracting midlayer
CNN features, and shows the effectiveness of DFL, which learns the highly localized
motion patterns from midlayer CNN features for microaction.
Table 5.1 Performance of the G-branch and the L-branch with several variations,
on the PEV dataset.
Modality RGB OF WOF
G-branch 58.2% 77.2% 74.2%
G-branch + L-branch w/o Extras 59.0% 77.7% 75.4%
G-branch + L-branch w/ DPD 59.2% 77.9% 75.6%
G-branch + L-branch w/ MLA 59.8% 78.3% 77.5%
G-branch + L-branch w/ DFL 60.3% 78.5% 77.6%
G-branch + L-branch w/ MLA+DFL 61.2% 79.0% 78.1%
L-branch w/o Extras 52.3% 70.6% 69.1%
L-branch w/ MLA+DFL 58.5% 75.6% 74.3%
G-branch + L-branch w/ DC 59.3% 77.9% 75.8%
G-branch + L-branch w/ DC+DFL 60.5% 78.6% 77.8%
We also study the impact of using L-branch alone. Two variations are considered:
L-branch w/o Extras, where only the L-branch without extra modules is used; L-
branch w/MLA+DFL, where only the L-branch with MLA and DFL is used. The
latter variation shows a much larger improvement over the former, which verifies the
effectiveness of the proposed MLA and DFL. When combining these variations with
the baseline G-branch, the performance is largely improved, which further shows the
usefulness of the proposed dual-branch network.
To further justify the proposed midlayer adjustment, we also try the approach of
applying an upsampling operation as deconvolution in the original inception 4 and
see its results. Specifically, we insert a deconvolutional layer with a 3×3 kernel and
stride 2 at the end of the original inception 4 to upsample its output feature maps.
The resulting feature maps are twice as large as the original feature maps. With
this, we apply two additional variations on the L-branch: 8) G-branch + L-branch
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w/DC, where the L-branch uses deconvolution (DC) for upsampling; 9) G-branch +
L-branch w/DC+DFL, where the L-branch uses DC and DFL. As we can see from
the last two rows in Table ??, the recognition accuracies drop when replacing MLA
with DC, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed MLA.
In the following, we use G-branch + L-branch w/MLA+DFL for the remaining
experiments since it leads to the best results.
Impact of Parallel Multiplier Attention. The parallel multiplier attention is
built upon the output from discriminative spatial-temporal feature learning (DFL).
To study its impact, we conduct experiments by applying the two components of
parallel multiplier attention (i.e., channel attention and spatial-temporal attention)
and parallel multiplier attention after DFL. As we can see from Table 5.2, the perfor-
mance can be improved via either channel or spatial-temporal attention. By combin-
ing these two components in parallel multiplier attention, the performance is further
improved. These results verify the effectiveness of the proposed parallel multiplier
attention, which can avoid the subsequent pooling operations to extract information
from nondiscriminative regions.
Table 5.2 Performance of the proposed method with the parallel multiplier
attention on the PEV dataset.
Modality RGB OF WOF
DFL 61.2% 79.0% 78.1%
DFL w/ Channel Attention 61.9% 79.3% 78.5%
DFL w/ Spatial-Temporal Attention 62.4% 79.5% 78.7%
DFL w/ Parallel Multiplier Attention 62.9% 79.7% 79.1%
Visual analysis. To interpret the subtle motion detector, we randomly select
2 microaction videos and conduct qualitative analysis for its three components, as
shown in Fig 5.7. Specifically, we use Grad-CAM [2] to visualize sampled video
frames for each action: 1) guided Grad-CAM [2], which shows pixel-space gradient
visualizations for class-discriminative information learned by discriminative feature
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learning (DFL); 2) attention maps, which are computed by parallel multiplier at-
tention (PMA), and attentive frames are generated to show which body parts are
emphasized. The locations of the max activations extracted from the activation fu-
sion (AF) via global max-pooling are shown in red boxes on the original frames. We
can see that the proposed PMA accurately locates the salient body parts (e.g., head
and arm & hand) within each frame, while DFL captures the subtle yet discriminative
information accordingly. The max activations from AF reflect the most discrimina-
tive regions, while AF further enhances the motion representation from long-term
dynamics since it also fuses the information extracted from all regions across frames
via global average pooling. These visual results verify the effectiveness of the proposed
subtle motion detector.
Original Frames Attention Maps Attentive Frames
a) attention (slight head-turning in focus of attention) b) point (small hand-pointing)
 Guided Grad-CAM Original Frames Attention Maps Guided Grad-CAM Attentive Frames
Figure 5.7 Visualization of the subtle motion detector on microaction video
frames. We randomly select 2 microaction videos: attention (left) and point (right).
For each action video, we first show the original frames. Then, we present the
guided Grad-CAM [2] to display the class-discriminative information learned by the
DFL. Finally, we present the attention maps computed by the PMA, along with the
attentive frames to illustrate which body parts are emphasized.
Impact of Activation Fusion. The activation fusion is built upon the discrimi-
native spatial-temporal feature and parallel multiplier attention. To study its impact,
we conduct experiments with three fusion schemes – averaging, maxing, and concate-
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nation, in comparison with using only max or average activation. The recognition
accuracies on the PEV dataset are shown in Table 5.3. As can be seen, the max
activation contributes more than the averaged activation for performance improve-
ment. Our explanation is that microactions are usually highly localized so that the
max-responded information is relatively more important than the globally averaged
information. Concatenation fusion achieves the best performance among all three
fusion schemes. This is because the concatenation fusion learns the weights for each
max/averaged activation by training, while the other two fusion schemes actually
use handcrafted weights. These results verify the effectiveness of the activation fu-
sion, which can take advantage of both the most discriminative and global averaged
midlayer CNN representations for microaction recognition.
Table 5.3 Performance of the proposed method with the max/averaged activation,
and their different types of fusions on the PEV dataset.
Modality RGB OF WOF
Max Activation 62.9% 79.8% 79.1%
Averaged Activation 61.2% 79.7% 78.6%
Averaging Fusion 63.5% 80.3% 79.8%
Maxing Fusion 63.4% 80.0% 79.6%
Concatenation Fusion 63.9% 80.6% 80.1%
Complexity analysis. We count the increase in the number of parameters as well
as the number of floating-point operations brought by all the proposed components,
including midlayer adjustment (MLA), discriminative feature learning (DFL), parallel
multiplier attention (PMA), and activation fusion (AF). Specifically, for the number
of floating-point operations per video, we report them as the number of floating-point
operations per single “block” (temporal clip with spatial crop) × the number of such
blocks, by following [7]. As can be seen from Table 5.4, the proposed method (G-
branch + L-branch w/MLA+DFL+PMA+AF) only introduces a small number of
extra parameters (0.51 M) and FLOPs (7.69 G×3), when compared with the baseline
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G-branch. For each component, MLA, DFL, PMA and AF introduce 0.22 M, 0.27
M, 0.00 M and 0.01 M parameters, respectively, while they introduce 0.71 G×3, 0.85
G×3, 6.08 G×3 and 0.02 G×3 FLOPs, respectively. Note that PMA does not have
any learnable parameters because no learnable layers (e.g., convolutional or fully
connected layers) are used. It mainly involves the softmax functions and matrix
multiplications in Eqs (5), (6), and (7).
Table 5.4 Complexity analysis. #Param. denotes the number of parameters;
FLOPs/Video denotes the number of floating-point operations per video.
Method #Param. FLOPs/Video
G-branch 10.28 M 34.95G×3
G-branch + L-branch w/o Extras 10.29 M 34.98G×3
G-branch + L-branch w/MLA 10.51 M 35.69G×3
G-branch + L-branch w/MLA+DFL 10.78 M 36.54G×3
G-branch + L-branch w/MLA+DFL+PMA 10.78 M 42.62G×3
G-branch + L-branch w/MLA+DFL+PMA+AF 10.79 M 42.64G×3
Impact of Input Modalities. We study the impact of using single or multiple
input modalities. Here, we use the proposed dual-branch network with the midlayer
adjustment and all three components of the subtle motion detector, since the above
ablation study shows that this network achieves the best performance on the PEV
dataset. We conduct experiments on both the PEV and MA10 datasets. Table 5.5
shows the recognition accuracies on these datasets. By using a single modality, RGB
leads to lower accuracies than optical-flow-based modalities OF and WOF on the
PEV dataset. However, it obtains higher accuracies than OF and WOF on the
MA10 dataset. This may be because the action performers are smaller on MA10
than on PEV. WOF shows slightly worse performance than OF. Our explanation is
that WOF uses a homography transform to compensate for camera motion, and the
homography transform may not accurately represent camera motion, especially when
the video background is not planar [7]. By using multiple modalities, the performance
can be further improved because these modalities are complementary to each other.
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The proposed network achieves the best performance when using all three modalities.
We use the combination of RGB, OF, and WOF for the remaining experiments, since
they lead to the best performance.
Table 5.5 Performance of the proposed method by combining different input









Comparison with Existing Methods. We choose six existing methods for
comparison. The first method is a handcrafted-feature-based method [3], which de-
tects the improved dense trajectories (iDT). The second one was proposed by Yone-
tani et al. [1], where multiple point-of-view features (MPOV) from paired first-person
and second-person videos are used. The third method is proposed by Tran et al. [31],
where deep 3D convolutional neural networks (C3D) are used to learn features from
fixed-length video clips and the network is pretrained on Sports-1 M [29]. The fourth
method is a two-stream deep-learning method [33], which develops a temporal seg-
ment network (TSN) to model the long-term temporal structure. Note that we use
TSN as the baseline architecture to build the proposed network. The fifth is a recent
state-of-the-art R(2+1)D network [38], which builds a two-stream 3D convolutional
neural network with blocks of 2D spatial convolution plus 1D temporal convolu-
tion, and it achieves the best results when pretrained on the Kinetics [18] dataset.
The sixth method is our earlier microaction recognition method, which employs the
segment-level temporal pyramid (STP) [46] to capture more information in the tem-
poral domain. The seventh is the nonlocal network [57], which develops space-time
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nonlocal operations for capturing long-range dependencies. The eighth network is the
SlowFast network [110], which operates at low and high frame rates to capture spa-
tial semantics and temporal resolution, respectively. For the results of iDT, MPOV
and STP on the PEV dataset, we directly use those reported in the respective pa-
pers [1, 46]. For all the other results of the comparison methods, we use their released
codes with default settings and parameters to conduct experiments and ensure that
the loss converges during the training process. Note that we do not test MPOV on
the MA10 dataset because MPOV requires features from first-person videos, which
are not available in the MA10 dataset. The results are shown in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6 Comparison results against several existing action recognition methods
on PEV and MA10 datasets. #Param. denotes the number of parameters;
FLOPs/Video denotes the number of floating-point operations per video; Flex.
denotes the flexible number of blocks generated in C3D.
Method Pretrain #Param. FLOPs/Video PEV MA10
iDT [3] None – – 43.0% 26.2%
C3D [31] Sports-1M 79.0 M 296.7G×Flex. 53.8% 30.2%
MPOV [1] None – – 69.0% –
TSN [33] ImageNet 10.3 M 8.8G×3 77.7% 45.7%
R(2+1)D [38] Kinetics 63.8M 304.0G×115 65.4% 47.6%
Nonlocal [57] Kinetics 35.3 M 282.0G×30 78.6% 55.7%
SlowFast [110] Kinetics 32.9M 36.1G×30 76.9% 54.4%
STP [46] ImageNet 10.3 M 35.0G×3 81.7% 53.7%
Proposed ImageNet 10.8M 42.6G×3 83.9% 63.5%
We can see that deep-learning-based methods perform better than the handcrafted
feature-based method due to the power of CNN. MPOV performs better than iDT
and C3D due to the use of additional features from the first-person videos. STP
obtains the best accuracy among all comparison methods on PEV because of the rich
representation in the temporal domain. However, STP does not perform as well on
MA10 as on PEV, which shows that it cannot handle the case where microactions
are mixed with different general actions well. The proposed method significantly
outperforms all the comparison methods on both datasets and achieves a new state-
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of-the-art performance. These results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
which can effectively learn midlayer CNN features to capture discriminative subtle
motion features for better recognizing microactions.
In addition to comparing the final recognition accuracies, we compare the model
size and computational cost in terms of the number of parameters and floating-point
operations per video for all deep-learning-based methods, as shown in the third and
fourth columns of Table VII. Specifically, for the number of floating-point opera-
tions per video, we report them as the number of floating-point operations per single
“block” (temporal clip with spatial crop) × the numbers of such blocks, by follow-
ing [110]. Note that for the comparison method C3D, the number of blocks is flexible
since a video is split into nonoverlapped 16-frame clips, i.e., the number of temporal
clips may differ between videos. The proposed method significantly outperforms the
baseline TSN while introducing only 0.5M more parameters. When compared with
recent state-of-the-art methods for general actions, including R(2+1)D, Nonlocal, and
SlowFast, the proposed method achieves superior performance while enjoying a much
smaller network size and much lower computational cost (i.e., much higher speed).
These results further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Per-Class Analysis. We also report the performance of the proposed and com-
parison methods on each action class. As shown in Fig. 5.8, the proposed method
outperforms the comparison methods on six out of seven action classes and achieves
the third highest performance on the other action class on the PEV dataset. On the
MA10 dataset, the proposed method outperforms the comparison methods on eight
out of ten action classes and achieves the second and fourth highest performance on
Nod and ThrowUpHands, respectively.
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Figure 5.8 Per-class action recognition accuracy of the proposed method and
comparison methods on the PEV and MA10 datasets.
5.4 Experiments on General-action Videos
While the proposed method is developed for microaction recognition, we also test
it on two general-action video datasets HMDB51 [17] and Kinetics [18] for a thor-
ough evaluation. HMDB51 is a widely used benchmark for general-action recognition,
which contains 6,766 videos from 51 action categories. We follow the original evalu-
ation scheme by using three training/testing splits and report the average accuracy
over these splits. The remaining experimental setup is the same as that described
in section 5.3.2. Kinetics is a large-scale video action recognition dataset that has
300,000 trimmed human action videos from 400 action classes. We follow the stan-
dard evaluation scheme to train our model on the training set and evaluate on the
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validation set and report the recognition accuracy. The minibatch size is set to 64
for training, and the other experimental setup is the same as the one described in
section 5.3.2.
Results on HMDB51. We compare the proposed method with several existing
methods, including two handcrafted feature-based methods: improved dense trajec-
tories (iDT) [3] and multilevel video representation by stacking the activations of
motion features, atoms, and phrases (MoFAP) [62], and five recent attention-based
deep-learning methods: visual attention network (VA Net), VideoLSTM network [53],
attention cluster [111], recurrent spatial-temporal attention network (RSTAN) [100]
and interaction-aware spatial-temporal pyramid attention network (Interaction-aware
STPA Net) [56]. We also choose eight deep-learning-based comparison methods:
saliency-aware 3D-CNN with LSTM (scLSTM) [37], the original two-stream con-
volutional neural networks (Two Stream) [30], trajectory-pooled deep-convolutional
descriptors (TDD) [112], convolutional two-stream network fusion (two-stream fu-
sion) [113], spatiotemporal multiplier networks (Spatiotemp. MultiNet) [34], tempo-
ral segment network (TSN) [33], two-stream 3D network fusion [114] (Two-Stream
3D Fusion), and two-stream residual networks with blocks of 2D spatial convolution
plus 1D temporal convolution (R(2+1)D-Two Stream) [38]. For these comparison
methods, we use the results reported in their respective papers for comparison.
As we can see from Table 5.7, the proposed method significantly outperforms the
five attention-based methods – VA Net [52], VideoLSTM [53], Attention Cluster [111],
and Interaction-aware STPA Net [56]. The proposed method also outperforms the
six out of the other seven deep-learning-based comparison methods and improves
the recognition accuracy by 3.3% to 72.7% when compared to the baseline TSN
method. These results verify that the proposed method can also benefit general-
action recognition by effectively learning midlayer CNN features for classification.
The performance of the proposed method is comparable to a recent state-of-the-art
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R(2+1)D-Two-Stream method that was pretrained on Sports-1 M [29], a large-scale
dataset designed for video classification.
Table 5.7 Comparison results against several existing action recognition methods
on the HMDB51 dataset.
Method Pretraining Dataset Accuracy
iDT [3] None 57.2%
MoFAP [62] None 61.7%
VA Net [52] ImageNet 41.3%
VideoLSTM [53] ImageNet 56.4%
Attention Cluster [111] ImageNet 69.2%
RSTAN [100] ImageNet 70.5%
Interaction-aware STPA Net [56] ImageNet 70.7%
scLSTM [37] Sports-1M 55.1%
Two Stream [30] ImageNet 59.4%
TDD [112] ImageNet 63.2%
Two-Stream Fusion [113] ImageNet 65.4%
Spatiotemp. MultiNet [34] ImageNet 68.9%
TSN [33] ImageNet 69.4%
Two-Stream 3D Fusion [114] Sports-1M 70.5%
R(2+1)D-Two Stream [38] Sports-1M 72.7%
Proposed ImageNet 72.7%
Results on Kinetics. We compare the proposed method with four state-of-the-
art approaches, TSN [33], R(2+1)D [38], Nonlocal Net [57], and SlowFast [110]. For
TSN, we use their result reported on their official website; for other methods, we use
the result reported in their papers. The top-1 and top-5 classification accuracies on
the validation set are shown in Table 5.8. As we can see, the proposed method im-
proves the top-1 and top-5 accuracy by 1.4% and 0.6%, respectively, when compared
to the baseline method TSN. These results verify the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Additionally, our performance is compatible with the recent state-of-the-art
approaches R(2+1)D, SlowFast, and nonlocal Net, while our method enjoys much
smaller numbers of parameters and floating-point operations.
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Table 5.8 Comparison results against several state-of-the-art action recognition
methods on Kinetics. #Param. denotes the number of parameters; FLOPs/Video
denotes the number of floating-point operations per video.
Method Backbone #Param. FLOPs/Video Top-1 Top-5
TSN [33] BN-Inception 10.3 M 8.8G×3 73.9% 91.1%
R(2+1)D [38] ResNet-34 63.8M 304.0G×115 75.4% 91.9%
Nonlocal [57] ResNet-50 35.3 M 282.0G×30 76.5% 92.6%
SlowFast [110] ResNet-50 32.9M 36.1G×30 75.6% 92.1%
Proposed BN-Inception 10.8M 42.6G×3 75.3% 91.7%
5.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we developed a new deep-learning-based method for recognizing micro
human actions in videos by effectively learning midlayer CNN features via a dual-
branch network with a new subtle motion detector. The proposed network consists
of two branches – a G-branch and an L-branch – which use high-layer and midlayer
CNN features for classification, respectively. For the L-branch, we first introduced
the adjusted Inception 4 for obtaining midlayer CNN features with more detailed
information and then proposed a subtle motion detector to effectively learn subtle
yet discriminative motion patterns. The classification scores predicted in the two
branches were fused for the final classification. In the experiments, we introduced a
new microaction video dataset, where the microactions of interest were mixed with
relatively larger general motions. We evaluated the proposed method on the new
dataset and an existing microaction dataset and achieved new state-of-the-art per-
formances. We also tested the proposed method on two general-action video datasets
with very good results.
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Chapter 6
Estimating Homographies along Moving-camera
Videos1
1Yang Mi, Kang Zheng and Song Wang. 2020. Mathematical Foundations of Computing. 3:
125-140. Reprinted here with permission of publisher.
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6.1 Motivation
For estimating homographies along videos, we can simply treat a pair of frames,
either adjacent or non-adjacent, as two input images and directly compute their ho-
mography without considering the information of any other frames. For this pur-
pose, classical methods first detect hand-crafted features [69, 25, 70, 71] on two
images separately, followed by estimating homographies with Random sample con-
sensus (RANSAC) [73]. Many template matching algorithms are also developed for
estimating homographies between two images by identifying and matching relevant
regions [74, 75]. Recently, many deep learning methods [15, 78, 16] were developed
to learn the homography parameters from training image pairs with known homogra-
phies. However, non-adjacent video frames may show substantially different camera
view angles, which bring in difficulties to identify reliable matched features, either
hand-crafted or deeply learned, for estimating homographies.
A video consists of a sequence of frames, which usually show good temporal conti-
nuity. This temporal continuity can be used to help estimate homographies between
non-adjacent frames. For example, one can estimate homographies between adja-
cent frames and then compose them sequentially to get homographies between non-
adjacent frames [79]. Template matching can be also applied to temporal sequences in
an accumulative way for computing homographies between non-adjacent frames [80].
However, these approaches may accumulate estimation errors sequentially, and lead
to large errors in computing non-adjacent frame homographies. We can also run a
feature tracker, such as Lucas-Kanade tracker [81], along the video and then use the
tracked features across non-adjacent frames to directly estimate their homographies.
This approach requires high accuracy of feature tracking over a sequence of frames,
which can be difficult in practice.
In this chapter, we propose a Recurrent Convolutional Regression Network to
estimate the homography along a video by taking the whole video as the input. With
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this network, we exploit the temporal dynamics along the whole video in an end-
to-end fashion to more accurately estimate the homographies between non-adjacent
frames. The proposed network consists of convolutional neural network (CNN) and
recurrent neural network (RNN) with long short-term memory (LSTM) cells, followed
by a regression layer for estimating the parameters of homography. By employing
recurrent architecture with LSTM, the proposed method does not need exhaustive
feature/template matching or feature tracking, and can alleviate high accumulative
errors in computing homographies between non-adjacent frames. We also introduce
a new approach to synthesize large-scale videos with ground-truth homographies for
network training and performance evaluation. In the experiment, we show that the
proposed method can estimate more accurate homographies along videos than several
existing methods, on both the synthesized and real-world videos.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces the
proposed method in details. Section 6.3 reports the experimental results, followed by
a brief summary in Section 6.4.
6.2 Proposed Method
6.2.1 Overview
Without loss of generality, given an input of video consisting of N + 1 frames {F1, F2
, · · · , FN+1}, we estimate the homographies between the first frame F1 and its suc-
ceeding N frames. Specifically, we take the original video and re-organize it as a
sequence of frame pairs {F1,2, F2,3, · · · , FN,N+1}, where Ft,t+1 = {Ft, Ft+1} is a pair
of adjacent frames with t = 1, . . . , N . We aim to find a sequence of homographies
{H1,2, H1,3, · · · , H1,N+1}, where H1,t+1 is the homography between frames F1 and
Ft+1, t = 1, · · · , N .
In this chapter, we formulate the homography estimation along videos as a regres-
sion problem, and propose a Recurrent Convolutional Regression Network to address
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this problem. As shown in Fig. 6.1, the proposed network contains convolutional
neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN) followed by a regres-
sion layer. Since temporal dynamics of a video are transfered through consecutive
adjacent-frame pairs, we first use CNN to extract features from each adjacent-frame
pair. Then, the features of all adjacent-frame pairs in each video are fed to RNN
such that the temporal dynamics are fully exploited. The regression layer performs
the final estimation of 4-point homography between F1 and Ft+1 for t = 1, · · · , N .











Recurrent Convolutional Regression Network 
Figure 6.1 Architecture of the proposed recurrent convolutional regression network.
6.2.2 CNN Architecture
Following [15], we use convolutional neural network (CNN) to first extract features
from each pair of adjacent frames Ft and Ft+1, where t = 1, · · · , N . Figure 6.2
shows the configuration of the CNN in our proposed network. Specifically, it contains
8 convolutional layers, every two of which are followed by a Batch Normalization
(BN) [9] layer and a MaxPooling layer. There is no MaxPooling layer after the last
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two convolution layers. The input of the CNN is a pair of adjacent frames with
size of 128 × 128, each of which is a gray-scale image. The number of filters in the
convolution layers are 64, 64, 64, 64, 128, 128, 128, and 128, respectively. Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) [105] is used as the activation function to add non-linearity.
Each filter in the convolution layers is of size 3× 3 and convolved with a stride of 1.
The MaxPooling is performed over 3 × 3 window with a stride of 2. After the last
convolutional layer, a fully-connected (FC) layer is used to output 1,024-dimensional
features for each input pair of adjacent frames. During training process, we add a
Dropout [115] layer with a drop rate of 0.5 after the FC layer to avoid over-fitting.
For an (N + 1)-frame video {F1, F2, · · · , FN+1}, we extract a sequence of features
{x1, x2, · · · , xN} from adjacent-frame pairs using the CNN network and feed these
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Convolutional network
Figure 6.2 Configuration of the CNN used in the proposed method.
6.2.3 RNN Architecture and Regression Layer
RNN with LSTM cells is good at sequence modeling, since there are specially designed
units inside LSTM cells for remembering important information and forgetting unim-
portant information along the sequence. In this chapter, we employ a single RNN
layer with LSTM cells to process the features of each adjacent-frame pair extracted
by the CNN. At each time step t, RNN will output features that contain information
from the first frame until the t-th frame, which can exploit the temporal dynamics
along the sequence. A Dropout layer with a drop rate of 0.5 is applied after the RNN
layer during training process. The final regression layer is a fully-connected layer,
which takes RNN features at time step t as input and estimates the homography
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Ĥ1,t+1 between the first frame and the (t+ 1)-th frame. The estimated homography
Ĥ1,t+1 is an 8-dimensional vector, corresponding to the 8 values of 4-point homogra-
phy parameterization.
6.2.4 Loss Function
The proposed network is trained from scratch with Euclidean loss. Specifically, the
network takes each input sequence of frame pairs {F1,2, F2,3, · · · , FN,N+1} with the
ground-truth homography sequence {H1,2, H1,3, · · · , H1,N+1} as a training sample.




‖H1,t+1 − Ĥ1,t+1‖2 (6.1)
whereH1,t+1 and Ĥ1,t+1 are the ground-truth homography and estimated homography
between the first frame and the (t+ 1)-th frame, respectively.
6.2.5 Data Generation
As a deep-learning model, the proposed network requires large-scale training and
testing videos with known ground-truth homographies. Previously, random homog-
raphy transformation is used in many existing deep-learning methods [15, 78, 16] to
construct large amount of image pairs with known ground-truth homographies for
training the networks. However, this approach is not directly applicable for video-
based homography estimation, because the independent and random warping between
different images could not reflect the temporal continuity and dynamics in videos. In
this section, we propose a simple approach to synthesize large-scale videos with real-
istic ground-truth homographies. As shown in Fig. 6.3, we draw four points on a flat
white board and then use a hand-held camera to freely record an (N+1)-frame video
for these 4 points. With clear background (i.e., white board), we can easily detect
and track these four points over the video and use these tracked points to calculate
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the ground-truth homographies {H1,2, H1,3, · · · , H1,N+1} along the recorded video, as
shown in Fig. 6.3.
1 k N+1
Figure 6.3 Sample frames of the 4 points in a recorded video, with computed
homographies.
We then take a real image as the original image I1, and apply transforms {H1,2, H1,3
, · · · , H1,N+1} to warp I1 to construct warped images I2, . . . , IN+1. This leads to
a synthesized image sequence I1, . . . , IN+1. More specifically, we make a uniform
cropping, shown by blue boxes in Fig. 6.4, on both the original and the warped
images to exclude blank areas as well as ensuring the identical size for all the gener-
ated frames along a sequence. Finally, the cropped regions are taken as the desired
video consisting of frame sequence F1, . . . , FN+1 with ground-truth homographies
{H1,2, H1,3, · · · , H1,N+1}, which reflects temporal dynamics in real world. We can
use different real images for I1 and construct different ground-truth homographies by
moving hand-held camera in different ways (i.e., with different tilt, pan and zoom)
toward the four points. In the later experiments, we use images in MS-COCO [116]
dataset for data generation. Some sample videos are shown in Fig. 6.5. We can
interpret each sample video as observing a natural scene from one view to different
views.
6.3 Experiments
In this section, we first describe the experimental setup, and then report the experi-
mental results on the synthesized and real-world video datasets.
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Figure 6.4 An illustration of constructing a video sequence with ground-truth
homographies.
Figure 6.5 Sample videos generated using MS-COCO images with ground-truth
homographies. Each row shows frames of a sample video.
6.3.1 Experimental Setup
We implemented the proposed method via Keras [117]. The parameters of the pro-
posed recurrent convolutional regression network are initialized via He’s method [118].
To train the network, we use the Adam optimizer [119] with the default parameters,
except that ε is set to 0.1. The mini-batch size is set to 16. It takes approximately
20 hours to train our network for 200 epochs, on an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU. We
monitor the validation loss to avoid over-fitting during the training process. The
model that achieves the smallest validation loss is chosen for testing.
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Following [15, 78, 16], we use the corner error as the metric for performance
evaluation. The four corners of F1 are transformed to Pkj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively
using ground-truth homography H1,k, and to P̂kj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively using

















Lower corner error indicates better performance in homography estimation.
We compare the proposed method with nine existing homography estimation
methods. SIFT+RANSAC, SURF+RANSAC and ORB+RANSAC are three conven-
tional methods based on hand-crafted features SIFT, SURF and ORB respectively, all
followed by DLT with RANSAC for homography estimation. We implemented them
using the corresponding functions in the OpenCV library [120]. IC [74], ESM [75], and
HA [80] are three template-matching based homography estimation methods, which
are implemented based on the 2D template tracking code [121]. LK Tracker [81] is
feature tracking based method, where tracked features are used for estimating ho-
mographies between adjacent or non-adjacent frames. It was implemented using the
corresponding functions in the OpenCV library. HomographyNet is a deep-learning
based method for homography estimation and we use the architecture and default
setting as described in [15]. Graph-cut RANSAC [122] is a recent state-of-the-art
homography-estimation approach, which runs a graph-cut algorithm in the local op-
timization step to separate inliers and outliers.
These comparison methods, except for HomographyNet, are unsupervised and we
directly apply them on the testing data for evaluation. Furthermore, SIFT+RANSAC,
SURF+ RANSAC, ORB+RANSAC, and HomographyNet are developed for directly
estimating homographies between two images, e.g., any two frames in a video. We
can also use them to only estimate homographies between adjacent frames and
then compose them for homographies between non-adjacent frames [79]. We denote
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these methods with composing operations as SIFT+RANSAC*, SURF+RANSAC*,
ORB+RANSAC* and HomographyNet*, respectively.
6.3.2 Result on synthesized data
We use the technique developed in Section 6.2.5 to generate synthesized video data for
performance evaluation. An iPhone 6s is used as the hand-held video camera to record
videos of four points on a white board for constructing ground-truth homographies,
with 30fps frame rate and 1920 × 1080 frame resolution. We collect 9 videos of
four points and each video contains 2200 frames. We annotate every other frame
in each video sequence. Starting from the every frame in one video, we take 16
consecutive annotated frames as an one-second segment, in which frame resolution is
down-sampled to 320 × 240. This way, we can compute 15 sequential homographies
H1,2, H1,3, . . . , H1,16 for each video segment, via the getPerspectiveTransform function
in OpenCV library, as the ground truth. The images that randomly chosen from MS-
COCO dataset, are down-sampled to 320×240, and then taken as the original images
for video generation. The final frames, i.e., the ones cropped by blue boxes in Fig. 6.4,
have a size of 128 × 128. In total, we construct a dataset of 9 videos, in which each
video contains 1000 short video sequences that contains 16 frames with ground-truth
homographies. We randomly select 5 videos for training, 2 videos for testing, and 2
videos for validation, i.e., the training, validation and testing sets have 5000, 2,000
and 2,000 short video sequences, respectively.
We first study the impact of RNN by varying the number of LSTM cells in the
proposed network. Specifically, we test four cases, and show the results in Table 6.1.
We can see that the proposed network is capable of learning more effective features
and produce smaller corner error (averaged over all the testing data in the synthesized
dataset), by increasing the number of LSTM cells until it reaches 1,024. After that,
the corner error increases if we further increase the number of LSTM cells, which
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we believe is caused by over-fitting. We use 1,024 LSTM cells for all the remaining
experiments.
Table 6.1 Average corner error of the proposed method by using different numbers
of LSTM cells.






The average corner errors of the proposed method and comparison methods on
the testing videos of the synthesized dataset are summarized in Fig. 6.6. We can see
that all the conventional methods based on hand-crafted features show comparable
performances. ORB+RANSAC shows higher corner error than SIFT+RANSAC and
SURF+RANSAC. One possible reason is that ORB does not have scale-invariance
properties as SIFT and SURF. Graph-cut RANSAC obtains lower corner error than
other methods based on RANS -AC, due to the technical improvement by incorpo-
rating graph-cut into RANSAC. Among the template matching methods, ESM has
lower corner error than IC and HA. This may be caused by the fact that ESM has
a higher convergence rate and does not need to compute Hessian [76]. LK tracker
obtains lower corner error than other methods based on feature/template match-
ing, due to the utilization of temporal continuity via feature tracking across frames.
HomographyNet performs better than other comparison methods, which verifies the
effectiveness of the learned deep features.
Composing homographies between adjacent frames for homographies between
non-adjacent frames (four methods with superscript “*") produce large errors be-
cause of the error accumulated frame by frame. The proposed method achieves the
best performance. Compared to HomographyNet, the proposed method reduces the
corner error by 64.2% to 1.36. It verifies that the proposed method can effectively
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exploit the temporal dynamics across frames and learn good features for homography













Figure 6.6 Comparison of the proposed method to the existing homography
estimation methods on the synthesized video dataset.
We also present the complexity analysis of the proposed method in terms of the
number of parameters and the number of floating-point operations (FLOPs) for pro-
cessing one pair of frames, as shown in Table 6.2. We can see that the proposed
method introduces 1.7M additional parameters and 16.8M more FLOPs, when com-
pared with the baseline method HomographyNet. These results show that the pro-
posed method obtains much lower corner error without introducing too much com-
putational cost.
Table 6.2 Complexity analysis, where #Param. denotes the number of parameters




Figure 6.7 shows the corner error on the test videos over time – for each time k,
we compute the average ek over all the test data, where ek is defined in Eq. 6.2. We
can see that the corner error increases over time for all methods due to increased
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camera view angle changes over time. Four methods with superscript “*" produce
large accumulation errors in composing adjacent-frame homographies. The corner
error of the proposed method is lower than all the comparison methods at each time.
Furthermore, the performance of the proposed method decreases much slower than
those of all the comparison methods over time. This results from the usage of the
RNN network with LSTM cells in the proposed method, which effectively exploits
the temporal dynamics and contributes to better homography estimation.
Figure 6.7 Corner errors of the proposed method and the comparison methods
over time on the synthesized video dataset.
We also conduct an experiment to test the robustness of the proposed method
against two kinds of challenges which are highly likely to be present in real world.
Specifically, we add color variations and/or Gaussian noise on the original dataset,
to generate three synthesized video datasets: with color variations, with Gaussian
noise and with both. The original dataset and these three datasets are denoted as
“Original", “Color variations", “Gaussian noise" and “Both" respectively. For color
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variation, we randomly enhance the contrast, brightness and color with an enhance-
ment amount between 0.5 and 1.5 in a random order for a whole sequence, following
Howard [123]. For Gaussian noise, we apply it with zero mean and a standard vari-
ance of 0.02 on each sequence. We train a new model on the training data of the
dataset “Both". The original model and the newly trained model are denoted as
modelorig and modelboth respectively.
Table 6.3 Performance of the proposed method trained the “Original" dataset and
the “Both" dataset, tested on the “Original", “Color variations", “Gaussian noise"
and “Both" datasets.
Model
Test Set Original Color variations Gaussian noise Both
modelorig 1.36 1.41 2.18 2.42
modelboth 1.79 1.88 1.65 1.69
The two models are tested on the test sets of all four datasets. The resulting
corner errors are summarized in Table 6.3. modelorig performs worse on the “Color
variations", “Gaussian noise" and “Both" datasets than on the “Original" dataset,
whilemodelboth performs worse on the “Color variations" and “Original" datasets than
on the “Both" dataset. This is due to the domain shift brought by color variations
and/or Gaussian noise. Obviously, modelorig is more sensitive to Gaussian noise than
color variations. modelboth performs better on the “Gaussian noise" dataset than
on the “Color variations" dataset. Since the “Both" dataset differs from the “Color
variations" dataset by Gaussian noise, and differs from the “Gaussian noise" dataset
by color variations, we can conclude that modelboth is also more sensitive to Gaussian
noise. We believe that batch normalization in the proposed network can address
some domain shift from color variation, while Gaussian noise is more difficult to be
handled. Note that, modelboth achieves lower corner error on the “Gaussian noise"
dataset than on the “Both" dataset. This may be caused by the randomness of the
network initialization.
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6.3.3 Results on real-world data
We also evaluate the proposed method on a real-world video dataset [20]. This dataset
is designed for planar object tracking, and captured in the wild scenario rather than
the constrained laboratory environment. The videos are annotated for every other
frame, and the ground-truth homographies are calculated by the labeled positions
of a planar object in each frame. The resolution of each frame is 1280 × 720. Each
video is recorded with 30 fps frame rate. Since the proposed method estimates ho-
mography based on the entire frames, we carefully choose all the frames in which
the entire scenes are planar surfaces, i.e., the ground-truth homographies are suitable
for the whole frames. As on synthesized data, starting from every frame, we take
16 consecutive frames as a segment, with a sequence of 15 ground-truth homogra-
phies for the segment. In total, we generate 335 non-overlapping video segments.
This dataset involves several challenging factors, including lighting variation, scale
change, perspective distortion, occlusion, and out-of-view, regarding the homography
transformation of the planar object. Samples of the real-world videos are shown in
Fig. 6.8.
In the experiment, the frames are first down-sampled to 128× 128 and converted
to gray-scale, in order to fit the input size of the proposed network. Then, we apply a
three-fold cross validation scheme for evaluation. We randomly divide the generated
(real-world) video dataset into three subsets of same size, and each time, two subsets
are used for training and the remaining subset is used for testing. For training, we
initialize the parameters of the proposed network with the weights pre-trained on the
synthesized video dataset. The same optimizer and mini-batch size as in Section 6.3.2
are used for fine-tuning. It takes about 150 epoch (20 minutes) to train the network






Figure 6.8 Sample real-world videos with ground-truth homographies. Each row
shows a video with an observed challenge.
On real-world video data, the performance of the proposed method and compari-
son methods are shown in Fig. 6.9. Here the corner error is calculated by using the
four corners of the planar object in each frame. Note that, all the methods, except
for HomographyNet and the proposed method, compute homographies by using in-
put videos with their original size. Therefore, for HomographyNet and the proposed
method, we map their estimated corners to the original scale, and then calculate the
corner error for fair comparison with other methods. From Fig. 6.9 we can see, the
template matching methods achieve higher corner error than the hand-crafted feature
methods. One possible reason is that, the template matching methods need to match
the whole template, which could be highly affected by the cases of occlusion and out-
of-view, while the hand-crafted feature methods do not rely on the whole template.
Graph-cut RANSAC obtains lower corner error than the deep learning method Ho-
mographyNet, and shows better performance than other comparison methods. This
may be due to its superiority over the original RANSAC by better separating the
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inliers and outliers among matched feature points via graph-cut algorithm. The pro-
posed method outperforms all the comparison methods, and reduces the corner error
by 40.7% to 7.49, when compared to HomographyNet. Again, on the real-world
data, these results verify that the proposed method can learn visual features more









Figure 6.9 Performance of the proposed method and the comparison methods on
the real-world video dataset.
We also evaluate the corner error over time for the proposed method and the
comparison methods on the real-world data. As shown in Fig. 6.10, all methods have
certain levels of performance degradations over time, due to the change of lighting
and camera view angle resulted from the camera movement. The proposed method
still outperforms all the comparison methods at every time step, and achieves much
smaller performance degradation over time. The result proves the effectiveness of the
usage of the RNN with LSTM cells in the proposed network, which can exploit the
temporal dynamics and lead to more accurate homography estimation.
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Figure 6.10 Corner errors of the proposed method and the comparison methods
over time on the real-world video dataset.
6.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we propose a novel method, namely recurrent convolutional regression
network, to estimate the homographies between the first frame and all the succeeding
frames in a video. The proposed network consists of CNN, RNN with LSTM cells
and a regression layer to predict homographies sequentially. To train the network, we
propose a new approach to synthesize large video dataset with ground-truth homo-
graphies. We evaluate the proposed method on both the synthesized and real-world
video datasets. The experimental results on these datasets verify that, by exploiting
the temporal dynamics across frames via RNN with LSTM cells, the proposed method





7.1 Summary of Contributions
In summary, we study three sub-problems of moving-camera video content analysis:
recognizing general human actions in wearable-camera videos, estimating homogra-
phies along moving-camera videos, and recognizing micro human actions in wearable-
camera videos. For general action recognition in wearable-camera videos, we propose
a new approach with video subdivision, stable motion features extraction, and sparse
coding classifier, to effectively address the feature inconsistency brought by camera
motion and view variation. We conduct experiments on both the wearable-camera
and fixed-camera video datasets, with very promising results. For microaction recog-
nition in wearable-camera videos, microactions such as slight head-turning or small
hand-pointing only involve small movements of one or more local body parts (e.g.,
head or hand & arm) and are usually highly localized in the spatial-temporal domain
compared with general actions such as golf and pullup, which contain relatively larger
movements of human bodies and usually occur within much wider regions. To address
this, we propose a dual-branch network to use both high-layer and midlayer CNN fea-
tures for classification, while a subtle motion detector is developed to effectively learn
subtle yet discriminative motion patterns from midlayer CNN features. We achieved
new state-of-the-art performances on two microaction datasets, and very good results
on two general-action video datasets. For homography estimation in moving-camera
videos, non-adjacent video frames may show substantially different camera view an-
gles which bring difficulty for computing homographies between these frames. To
address this, we propose the recurrent convolutional regression network, and obtain
very promising results on both the synthesized and real-world video datasets.
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7.2 Future Works
One possible future work is to use deep learning to address the wearable-camera-based
action recognition problem by training on fixed camera videos, which is discussed in
Chapter 4. One can apply the 3D convolutional neural networks on each video seg-
ment to learn the view-invariant motion features, instead of aligning the trajectories
as discussed in this dissertation. Given the power of deep learning neurual network,
we believe the wearable-camera video action recognition performance can be further
improved while we only need to use large-scale fixed camera videos for training.
One can further enhance the work of using deep learning for recognizing microac-
tion in wearable-camera videos. The current method described in this dissertation,
only studies the impact of employing the midlayer and high-layer CNN features, while
the low-layer CNN features are still not explored. The low-layer CNN features which
have much larger spatial size may be another important cue for recognizing micro
actions. How to seek a balance in fusing low-layer, midlayer and high-layer CNN
features for microaction recognition will be a key problem to be addressed in this
future work.
The current homography estimation method developed in this dissertation can
only work on short videos. It requires much more computational cost when it is
applied for long videos. To address this issue, one intuitive thought is to break the
proposed recurrent convolutional regression network into two separate stages: first
using CNN with shared weights to extract features from each video frame, then using
recurrent network to regress the homographies along a video. This way, each stage
will enjoy much smaller computational cost. However, network training will become
more challenging, since the parameters of the two stages are not tuned together.
Another future work is to embed the proposed homography estimation method
into the proposed action recognition methods. This way, the action-recognition mod-
els would better recognize actions by utilizing the power of camera-motion reduction
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which is brought by homography estimation. One idea is to develop a two-stage
neural network, where the first stage uses CNN to simultaneously estimate the ho-
mography between video frames and align these frames to the same camera view,
and the second stage use the proposed network for action recognition. By training
the two stages in an end-to-end fashion, the whole network could be able to tune the
parameters in both stages altogether, which may lead to promising results.
In the future, one can also explore another important input modality, i.e., human
poses, for video-based action recognition, since this modality has shown to be effective
for action recognition in recent years. Specifically, it is promising and interesting to
combine multiple input modalities including RGB, optical flow and poses to improve
the recognition rates. One can first try to use the poses within a separate stream
besides the proposed two-stream framework in this dissertation, and then try to see
if connections can be built between these streams to make them interact frequently
during the training process.
7.3 Discussion
Note that, both the proposed methods and comparison methods achieve the recogni-
tion accuracies of at most 90% + on the video action datasets used in this dissertation.
These results indicate that it may be impossible for the computers to obtain 100%
accuracies, despite the facts that the computer-based algorithms have been rapidly
evolved, and the computational resource (machines with fast CPU and GPU) has also
been largely improved, in recent years. However, if one could find sufficient human
observers to watch the videos and recognize the corresponding human actions, then
it is very likely that we human beings can obtain the 100% accuracies. The difference
between the human and computer performance leads to a very interesting question:
why computers still cannot beat human for video-based action recognition? One pos-
sible explanation is that: although the researchers try to use deep neural networks
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to simulate the functions of the human brains, these networks cannot be deeper as
the real ones in the brains. As a beautiful product of the nature, our brains have
been evolved millions of years to adapt to perceive the world, while human actions
are only one part of the vision-based instances that we can understand. In contrast,
the computers have only been evolved for a few decades.
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